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Grani te, WUNH to be scruti nized
By Greg Flemming
cut out."
Every council in the Student
The Student Senate has formed Senate proposed a list of goals and
-Increase the level of foot
two task forces to study the fiscal objectives. Among them were:
partol on campus.
responsibility of The Granite and
-To improve communications
-Review the student body
WUNH.
and cooperation with the
president elections and campaign
"We want to find out if there are administration, faculty, student
procedure with "special focus" on
alternatives to the organizations," body, and rest of the UNH
a limit to campaign spending.
Student Activity Fee Council community.
-Further pursuance of the
_
(SAFC) Chairperson Laura Nagy
-Aid in formalizing a new
handicapped accessibility
said of the task forces. SAFC is a academic calendar and eliminate renovations as required by federal
council in the Student Senate
law.
reading days on weekends.
Nagy said- SAFC decided to
-Address problems in the
Also Sunday night the Senate
study The Granite since they advising system.
voted unanimously to form a
· receive a large proportion of SAF
-Investigate the percentage of committee to study the UNH field
funds and because the yearbook students who live in Lee and experience program. This program
has been published late for the last Madbury that would ride the Kari- awards credits to students for
four years.
Van if it were made available to participation in jobs which are
She also said a task force would them . .
related to their career goals.
observe WUNH "to keep them on
Study the reorganization of the
The committee will include four
their toes." More specifically, she Facilities ' Services division "to students, two faculty members,
noted that the radio station determine if the fat was actually and one administrator.
brought a proposal to SAFC on
Tuesday which had to be passed by
Thursday, leaving little time for
action.
•Tm worried about the internal
structure and organization," Nagy
said.
"But I'm not out to pin any By Darryl Cauchon
arcade on Main Street.
organization," she added. The
The Durham Board of
"The complaints I've heard are
WUNH Board of Governors and Selectmen unanimously passed an
that it attracts large numbers of
Nagy serve on the task force for ordinance yesterday requiring
people. Parents complain there are
WUNH. The Student Senate businesses with pinball machines juveniles
inside, and that it's really
observer of The Granite and five and ,video games to control
not a healthy atmosphere," said
State Senator Leo Lessard spoke to the Student Senate Sunday
other students serve on the task excessive noise and loitering in the
O'Connell.
night. (Tim Skeer photo)
force for The Granite.
vicinity of their business.
The Space Center has 20 pinball
SAFC formed the task forces as
The ordinance also requires that and video games and is among the
one of their goals and objectives persons under the age of 16 be
eight Durham businesses affected
for this year.
prohibited to operate the games by the ordinance.
The Student Senate unanimous- unless accompanied by a parent or
The Memorial Union Building's
. ly passed some I 06 _goals and guardian.
·
pinball and video games are not
objectives Sunday night which
If the regulations are not met, -a affected by the ordinance. The
outline the body's plans for the businesses license may be revoked
Board of Selectmen said it is a
year.
or suspended.
"University matter" whether to
SAFC oversees the distribution
Board of Selectmen chairman
regulate the MU B's machines.
By Greg Flemming
"He was out to get you, there's of SAF funds and the organizaLarry O'Connell said numerous
Gil Valliere, owner of the Space
no
doubt
about
it," Lessard said, . tions which receive this 1:11oney.
Governor Hugh Gallen said
townspeople had complained to Center, said the ordinance was
recently the state has no obligation LESSARD; page 4
Both- -The -Granite and WUNH him about the recently opened
PINBALL, page 4
to fund more pay raises for UNH
receive SAF funds.
Space Center, an amusement
faculty, according to state senator
Leo Lessard ( D-Dover).
Lessard also said a $400 increase
in tuition was "nothing" compared
to other problems the University
System of New Hampshire By Mary
Andrews
textbooks he ordered last spring
(USNH) faces because of large
they would be needing. They then
Maier's staff takes many factors
"Every University has an offnow seems highly unlikely.
_ budget cuts this year.
sold these books for five perc~nt into consideration when ordering
campus
bookstore.
This
one
Last May the Durham Book
·•The point I want to make
less than the University.
books. Among the factors are:
Exchange sent "introductory"
tonight is that we are in real didn't," said Carl Pearson,
As a r_esult, the University
-the total number of books the
manager
of
the
Durham
Book
letters
to · the faculty requesting
trouble," Lessard told the Student
bookstore is probably going to sell professor estimates he/ she will
Exchange.
..That's
why
we're
book "information." They did not,
Senate Sunday night.
less books than Maier predicted need
·
as erroneously reported in The
"If faculty don't get a pay raise here."
last spring.
-pre-registratio
n figures (if
In
·
plain
terms,
Pearson is
New Hampshire solicit book
next year they're going to leave."
"If he's duplicating my efforts, available)
talking
about
competition;
orders.
Lessard said, adding that members
which he is doing," Maier said,
-how many books were sold in
Instead, the Book Exchange
of the State Employees something that has, until now,
"then it makes it very difficult to
been
lacking
as
far
as
book
prices
BOOKSTORE, page 7
ordered 25 to 30 percent of all the
Association will receive a 9 percent
predict how many books I need to
books that professors projected
pay raise. Faculty are not members and Durham go.
order for a course."
of the State Employees
Association.
News Analysis
In preparing the state budget
last spring and summer, the New
And while Pearson and store
Hampshire legislature was forced
to cut funding in many areas, owners William Zecker and
Nicholas Pascale do not plan to
Lessard said.
But while Senate president "take over the University
Robert Monier proposed to cut bookstore's business," their
most programs by 10 percent, he presence is bound to have an effect.
For starters, the Durham Book
wanted to cut funds to USNH by
Exchange sells its new textbooks
20 percent, Lessard added .
for five percent less than the
publisher's suggested list price. All
used books are discounted 25
percent at both the University and
the Durham Exchange bookstores.
The student, as a comparative
shopper, has thus been forced to
Campus Calendar_ _ page 5
ask why the University bookstore,
Classified Advertising page 21
which is a non-profit organization,
Editorial, ·
page 12
does not offer the same discount.
Features ___ pages 15,16,17
The answer, according to
Notices _ _ _ _ _ _ page 6
University Bookstore manager
Sport.,.__ _ _ pages 22,23,24
John Maier, is two-fold.
1
"I am required (by the
University) to order a certain
UNH Football is now number of books based on past
record," Maier said. "The
3-0, after a 31-29 sales
Durham Book Exchange is under
victory over Towson no such obligation. I am
State Universit y assuming," he added, "that they
are ordering what they know they
Saturday, page 24.
can sell."
The UNH Bookstore now faces the competition of several other bookstores in Durham. (Tim .Skeer photo)
Maier, however, has no such
guarantee. In fact, selling all the

Ordin ance regul ates
video game arcad es

Lessa rd critic izes
Moni er, budg et ~ut

Overh ead preclu des UNH books tore discou nt
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·rtEWS IN BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL
Iran reports street battles
TEHRAN, Iran---The government radio reported yesterday that
several persons were killed and scores wounded in leftist attacks in
the capital.
The street fighting was reported to be the heaviest since the
revolution residents of the city said.
Tehran Radio blamed the fighting on the "fifth column of the
United States" and the Mujahedeen Khalq; a leftist guerilla
organizaton.
. .
The radio also reported that Iranian troops had taken control of
the oil-refining city of Abadan~ which had been occupied by Iraq.

Advisers to stay in ,EI Salvador
WASHINGTON---A Pentagon spokesman said y.esterday that
American military advisers will stay in El Salvador · for the time
bcin~
~
Lt. Col. Jerry Gr:ohowski said 31 advisors are currently in that
country. Advisors were sent to El Salvador in March as part of the
Reagan administration's new tough line against what it called
"communist aggression."
•
Two American advisors were shot and wounded last week in
neighboring Honduras.

Dean decision is expected soon
By Kevin Johannesson
The first, which -cost the
The search for Dean of Liberal
University $ I0,000, produced two
finalists who both declined the
Arts will "come to a close very
soon," Stuart Palmer, chairman of position.
The initial search was begun in
the . second committee search for
dean of Liberal Arts.
July of 1980 to fill the position
The field of 153 candidates has
vacated by Allan Spitz, who left to
take a job in Wyoming.
been narrowed to two finalists:
Donald Freeman, professor of
The $ I0 ,000 was budgeted to
cover na ti O na I news paper
English at Temple University in
Pen nsyl van ia, a nd Eugene
advertising, secretarial help,
·
G rotegu t , pro fessor Of G ermamc
telephone and mail communicatlanguages at . the University of ions, room and board in Boston
Nevada at Reno.
and at UNH , and for the meeting
Palmer expects a pecision to be
suite.
made "at least before December."
According to Student Body
Earlier this month, Freeman
President Sara Jane Horton, the
and Grotegut met with the
students involved in the second
University Search and Screening search interviewed both finalists
committee and a student interview each for an hour and a half. '
committee.
The students asked Freeman
The current search for a Dean of and Grotegut what they thought of ·
Liberal Arts is the second attempt _ the ho1_1or~Q!Og__!~f!!.il_oh_}?.y~g_f9r__
· to fill the position this year.

~ublic_ · institutions (asking . ~or
fman_c1al support), and adv1smg
th~ liberal arts students, Horton
said.
"One concern, obviously, of
everyone is th~t of advising,"
Horton said. "In a large -college it's
difficult to see the dean. You have
to go through a screening process.
The dean should be more
acessible."
Horton said both finalis"s
n are
"highly" qualified for the job.
"They are two very different
men. Both men were asked
questions by women students.
They responded positively to
women studies and to women
holding positions at UNH. They
said women should be treated as
equals,,, Horton said.
"Grotegut seems to be anxious
to get involved and Freeman seems
to be more reserved," she added.

Hearings begin on AW A Cs
WASHINGTON---Congressional hearin2s on the sale of
AW ACS radar planes to Saudi Arabia started late yesterday .
. Administration sources said the only way the controversial sale
could pass through Congress would be to have American
servicemen fly with the Saudi crews.
But the sources also said the Saudis' response to the proposal was
highly negative.
Congress has until October 30 to make a decision on the $8.5
billion sale.

NATIONAL
Kennedy wants Watt's ouster
BOS?'O_N ---Sen. Edward M. Kennedy called for the resignation
of Intenor'Secretary James Watt Saturday, calling him an "enemy of
the environment."
In a spe~ch to a Si_erra Club audience, Kennedy said that persons
who exploit the environment are now in positions of authority in
government.
Kennedy also called Watt "an embarrassment to the nation."

Mock nuke evacuation goes off
AUGUSTA, Maine---A mock evacuation drill at the Maine
Yankee nuclear power plant'went off smoothly over the weekend,
according to state and power officials.
.
The drill began at 6:30 a.m. on Saturday at the power plant in
Wiscasset. It was designed to test the state's response during an
accident similar to the one at Three Mile Island.
Gov. Joseph Brennan declared an unofficial state emergency and
gave a mock order to evacuate all persons within a half-mile radius
of the plant.

LOCAL
Kari-van sets Deerfield Fair trip
The Kari-van -will be providing transportation to the Deerfield
Fair on Saturday, October 3, leaving the Kari van office at noon and
returning to the University at 7 p.m. The cost will be one round trip
ticket, and .students must have a valid ID.

Shakespeare trip planned
The English Dept. is sponsoring a trip to Boston to see James
· Earl Jones and Christopher Plummer in Shakespeare's Othello on
Sunday, October 25.
·
Tickets ~at a group rate) cost $11, with the bus ticket costing $4.
The bus will leave Durham at I p.m. and will return in the evening
'
right after the production.
Deadline for reserving the tickets is this Wednesday, September
30, at 4 _p.m. in the English Dept. Carol DeMerritt wiII be taking
reservations.
For more information, contact Bob Hapgood (HS 131) or Betty
Hageman (HS 204).

The weather
Today will be partly sunny, windy, and cool with high
temperatures in the upper 50 's. Wind s will be from the northwest at
20 miles / hour.
Tonight will be mostly clear a nd cold with lows around free zing.
Tomorrow will be sunny with highs in the low 60's.

Pri.nt~ and post~rs for sale are among the art featured in a display on the first floor of the Memorial Union
Bmldmg. (Henri Barber photo)

-Gerrish indicted by grand jury
By Darryl Cauchon
A federal grand jury in Concord
issued an indictment Thursday
charg1ng Raymond Gerrish with
interstate transportation of 384
stolen University library books
valued at over $6000.
Gerrish, 40, a former UNH
instructor and student, was
apprehended August 16th in
Boulder, Colorado where a search
of his Ryder rental truck revealed
hundreds of books belonging to
the UNH library.
Books belonging to Dover High,
Concord High, ,Saint Thomas
Aquinas of Dover, and Whitman
College of Walla Walla,
Washington were also found in
Gerrish's truck.
Boulder police were contacted
by University campus police
sergeant Robert Prince after he
recovered 227 UN H library books
Gerrish had allegedly left behind.
Gerrish is being held at the New

Hampshire state prison in
Concord in lieu of $15,000 bail.
An arraignment is scheduled for
September 30th at the Federal
District Court in Concord.
Cfimpus police have received an
anonymous phone call from a
woman who claims that she has
knowledge of more books Gerrish
may have stored elsewhere. The
caller has not contacted campus
police since her first call, a UN H
spokesman said.
Hundreds of unmarked
notepads, pens and pencils,
believed to be the property of the
UN H physics department, were
also found in Gerrish's . truck,
campus police said.
It is believed that Gerrish got the
books past the library's security
system by taking them through a
faculty lounge door, according to
University librarian Donald
Vincent.
The recovered books are now

A N.H. address doesn't
guarantee in-state rates
By John Ouellette
"I have people sending me letters
. Qualifying for in state tu1t1on all the time that say, 'I just
rates requires more than JUSt gomg registered to vote in New
to school in New Hampshire or Hampshire. Can you please
living with a resident relative. The change my tuition bill?" said
main criterion , according to Forbes.
Junior Joe Gervai s changed hi s
Kathryn Forbes, UNH As sistant
Registrar, is parents' residence for mailing addres s, driver's lisence,
those students sti_ll dependent on voting regi stration, and filed his
th eir pa rents, or the stud ert's income tax from New Hamp shire
residence fo r purp oses other than but wa s una ble to get in-state
educa ti o n for th e ind ependent .status. He found the process to be
st ude nt.
IN-STATE, page 4

being held at the campus police
station impounded as evidence,
Prince said.

WUNH
tower
•
•
•
pa1nt1ng 1s
postponed

By David Andrews
The proposed scraping and
painting of the WUNH tower has
been postponed until the spring of
1982. The bill for the proposed
painting was unanimously passed
by the Student Activity Fee
Council, but when the bill went
before Student Senate for
approval on Sunday, no
representatives from WUNH
showed up.
The bill was then tabled, and the
project postponed.
WUN H expressed the need to
have their tower painted because it,
is an FAA legal requirement that
the tower be kept as visible as
possible to avoid any accidents
with low flying aircraft.
Also, painting the tower would
better weatherproof it and would
prevent rusting.
The tower, located about two
miles north of campus on Beech
Hill Road, is 250 feet high. The last
time it was painted was in 1977. It
was decided to paint the tower
after its yearly inspection done by
Don Prescott in late May.
Bids taken to paint the tower
ranged between a high of $3 ,500
and Don Prescott's accepted low
bid of $1,000 .
If and when the to wer is painted,
the broadcasting of WUNH
should not be affect ed in any way.
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Marijuana symposium
has a poor turnout
By Sheila McDonough
Dorry Grace, founder of the
New Hampshire Council on
Marijuana Abuse, said, "If we can
touch one family and reach one
kid, all our work is worth it." It
looked like they might have
exactly those results Saturday at
the New England Center, where
only three students contributed to
the forty or so in attendance.
The symposium, which was
open to the public and free, was
held from nine to twelve. Two
guest speakers presented some
strong statements to bring the issue
into focus.

'adolescents who
are stoned never
grow up'
-Kramer
"Marijuana is subtle, and the
effects are subtle. Marijuana
inhibits maturity, and adolescents
who are stoned never grow up,"
said Robert Kramer. Kramer has
ten years experience working with
youth and drug related problems.
He is now coordinator of the Anne
Arundel Alcohol and Drug
Program in. Annapolis, Md.,
where he lives with his wife and
three children.
Kramer went on the say, "The.
tragedy in marijuana abuse is not
the minorities affected by

accidents and suicides, but the
effect marijuana use has on the
whole population of young peo_ple.
Adolescent_s are_ getting
bombarded with media messages
that often times give the
impression that drug use is fun,
fine and harmless."
Donald Ian MacDonald, a
pediatrician from Ciearwater,
Fla., and current director of
clinical research for Stra~ght, a
drug treatment center m St.
Petersburg, Fla., added to
Kramer's claims. He said,
"Focusing on ado~escent drug 1:1se,
the key concern is psychological
damage. When a child blocks the
passage of development with
marijuana, he becomes a seventeen
year old body with a twelve year
old psyche."
Apologizing for the limited
research available on marijuana,
Dr. MacDonald said, "The
complexities of marijuana come
from the chemical content. There
are 421 chemicals in marijuana,
and of these, 61 are c.annabinoids
that are psychoactive. Statistically,
we are seeing a trend that more
kids were using stronger drugs
from 1975 to 79, but marijuana use
in adolescents has doubled while
alcohol use hasn't really increased.
What we don't see prominent in
the media is the poorly understood
fact that marijuana THC content is
considerably higher today than in
the 60's. The marijuana today is
100 times stronger."
Dr. MacDonald sees a problem
of combining marijuana and
alcohol use coming about: "the
kids we see are doing both-it isn't
'either or' so much anymore."

A seemingly endless pile of pumpkins are yet another sign of fall. (Henri Barber photo) .

Freshmen can rush sororities
By Brenda Fraser
For the first time in 65 years,
first-semester freshmen women are
now allowed to rush the five
sororities on campus.
In an effort to change from a
spring rush program to one in the
fall, the Panhellenic c0uncil, made
up of two representatives from
each sorority, decided-io adapt to
the rush procedures used at the

The Inquiring Photographer
Do you think UNH provides adequate and available computer
facilities for its students?

hundreds of sororities across the
country.
"By having a formal fall rush
instead of one in the spring, we can
strengthen rush by attracting a
larger number of rushees, provide
the new members an extra
semester within the sorority, and
increase the individual house
totals-," said Joan Hansen,
president of the Panhellenic
Council.
Formal rush, by definition, is a
panhellenic scheduled two-week
period which follows the rules of
the UNH Panhellenic• Council.
Informal rush, on the other hand,
is an individually-run sorority rush
.
period.
"Despite what many women
think, there will not be an informal
or formal spring rush this
academic year. Like any new
· changes, the transition process will
be gradual," Hansen said.

On Sunday evening, 118 women
registered to rush. At the last
formal rush, held last spring, 167
women registered. These totals
directly affect the number of
women a sorority can accept,
known as "quota."
Quota will be much lower this year because of the smaller number
of women who are rushing. The
total number of girls who register
to rush in divided by the number of
·sororities on campus, which is five
at UNH. Thus, this year's quotas
per house will be between 20-25
women.
Class standing is also taken into
account when quotas are filled.
The individual needs of a house
will determine the percentage of
freshmen, sophomores, or juniors
that are accepted.
For example, a house with a
RUSH, page 5

Perrier course isn't
a study Of water
Holly Gardner '84
I think they must expand, to
meet the increasing needs of the
student body. The computers are
not only for computer majors bui
all majors as well.

Chris Hutchens '84

Yes. I'm taking4l0nowandyou
can get on the computer if you go
at off times or late nights. If you
want to get on, you don't wait until
two days be/ore the assignment is
due.

Cindy Lake '83
No, it doesn't. The main
complaint I've heard is that the
lines are too _long. This .in itself
would discourage people that
might -want to take a computer
class.

Robert Goober '82
From my experience, no. People
have to wait for 45 minutes or
more to get in queue. Then they are
thrown off after one hour.
Something should definitely be
done about this situation.

Dorris Kunica '82
No. They should definitely
expand. It :V a very important field
for students to acquaint
themselves with, and /feel that the
present system is cheating students
of this opportunity.

Paul Heckel 78 grad of UNH
DCE Student
First, I think the students should
keep the clusters cleaner and more
organized. Second, just increasing
the number of terminals won't help
at all because the system is made to
hanctle only a certain number of
people. Without expanding the
DEC-IO, a whole building full of
terminals wouldn't help. and the
cost of this is very high.

By Tim Lorette and Henri Barber

By Carole Mirandette
a fun way of exercising and has ,
been developed so that anyone can
The latest question on campus
seems to be, "What are those try it out."
UNH tennis player Beth Howley
Perrier things all over campus?"
said she liked the idea of the
It was the recreational sports
dept. that installed the exercise p·arcourse because "rather than
course that now runs throughout COURSE, page 5
the University.
The program to build the course
was initiated in 1978 when Lynne
Heylinger, assistant director of
Rec Sports wrote to Perrier for a
grant to purchase the parcourse~
The University received $2,000
credit towards the purchase of the
equipment required to build it. The
equipment alone cost $6500 and
installation was $3,400 extra.
A committee. of student and
administrators was formed to
direct the program.
Heylinger said the course was
originally planned to go in College By Gina Sipe
Woods area, but was later mapped
A Digital VAX I I/ 780, a
out all over campus so "students general purpose super minican pick it up anywhere on campus computer of relatively new design,
and get some physical activity." has been purchased by the
The course runs 2.3 miles and is an Computer Science department and
excellent all around fitness - will be used for course work
program, she said.
starting next semester.
The circuit is not yet completed
The new machine is smaller than
and will be done in about another the Dec-IO, which fills most of the
week when maps and instructions University's administrative and
will be released. Heylinger said academic computing needs, but
there are plans to run competitions much larger than the two Digital
and activities on the course at a mini-computers currently being
later date. She also hopes students used for several computer science
will make use of the facility and courses. The VAX l l / 780 will
will enjoy the course.
eventually be able to accomodate
up to 36 users.
Many students were excited
According to Professor Weiner
about the new exercise program.
Senior Ron Hammond said after
pa1e 5
COMPUTER,
completing the course that .. it was

UNH buys
a new
computer
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-----------PINBALL--------passed as a method for the town to new regulations.
harass his business, and that the
"It will hurt the youngsters more
. town of Durham "wants to put the than it will hyrt us. This is putting
arcade out of business." ·
them right back on the street.
Irving Taube, treasurer of There's no gambling at the Space
Manchester Company, Inc., the Center and it's a place for them to
company supplying the games to go," said Taube.
Space Center, said he will "live"
"I don't think it (the games)
with the ordinance but added that harms the youngsters but rather, it
___ the to\\'.n, will not benefit from the __ does them some good. If they don't

SURROGATE MOTHER

Care Packages
all Homemade
cookies, brownies, whoopie pies
50¢ off with this ad
P.O. Box 1275

Dover, NH 03820

(continued from page 1)
spend it on a vrdeo game, they11
spend it on a candy bar," said
Taube.
Tl;le Board of Selectmen said at
the meeting yesterday that the
$25,000 recently alloted to build a
new youth center will give juveniles
a place to go.
To control loitering, people are
asked to leave the Space Center if
they are not operating a machine,
Taube said.
"Nobody, however, can make a
person get off the street. If the
police can't do it, how do they
expect management to do it?" said
Taube.

Loiterers in front of the Space
Center are asked to leave and if
they refuse, are told by Space
Center employees not to enter the
center again, Taube said.
Amusement Centers will not be
allowed to serve alcoholic
beverages or give prizes for high
scores under the new ordinance.
Valliere has recently been
convicted of gambling.
"All I was trying to do was give a
television for the highest score on
one of the machines and the next
thing I knew, - I was arrested
because they looked . at that as
gambling," said Valliere.

742-4270

Attention uooerclassmen
The Mountain Parka ...
by

ll~
ESTABLISHED 1830

( especially Transfers)!!!
·R emember feeling a little lonely and
disoriented your first se~ester here at UNH?
UNH is accepting approximately 700 new
transfers next Fall, and the Transfer
Orientation Staff will welcome them to
campus and help them adjust to UNH before
classes begi~. Looking for staff members for
the 81-82 one-week program in June. Apply at
the Commuter/Transfer Center. MUB 136.

)

Deadline Fridau, October 9

Further info:
Contact Martha Little or Janet Harris at
the Communter/Transfe r Center. Stop
by or call 862-3612
$75 stipend plus free room and board during
program.

TOWN & CAMPUS
RECORD ROOM
8.98 list Top 20 LP's - always $6.79
8.98 list Top 20 Cassettes - always
$6.79
Bla·n k Cassettes
Blank 8-Tracks
Blank Reel-To-Reel

Needles *··Accessories
Record Care
Styled for trail or town wear. ..
out shell of tough poly/cotton,
featuring 4-way bellows pockets,
full raglan shoulder and velcro closure
·Perfect for adding layers to keep
warm and dry ...

Ai,ailable Nylon lined: $65
Wool lined: $76.50
Men's Sizes: S-M-L-XL
Colors: Nai,y, Alta Blue, Green
Burgundy
Ladies' Sizes: S-M-L
Colors: Nu Red, Burgundy,
Light Blue

This Week'.\· Thursday Special
$/.00 OFF Classical LP'.\·
/0-/-81

-IN-STATE-

<continued from page 2)
"too much of a hassle."
The student must fill out and
have notarized an application that
determines if the student is
dependent or independent. In
order to qualify as state residents,
parents must have lived in New
Hampshire at least one year.
An indeoendent student must
show that he lives · in -New
Hampshire for purposes otner
than education. This requires
working full-time in the state for at
least one year, Forbes stated
Durin·g this time, the
independent student cannot go to
school full-time, according to
Forbes, but may go to school parttime.
"I can't take a year off to work to
gain in-state status," Gervais said .
"There is another way to become
an in-state student," said Forbes,
"that is to marry a person who's
been a resident for at least a year."

-LESSARD-

<continued from page 1)
noting that about twelve years ago
Monier was fired by the president
of Plymouth State College, which
is part of the University system
Monier also proposed fou
footnotes to the budget which
would have taken contrql of the
University system from the board
of Trustees and given it to the
legislature, Lessard said.
The Senate overruled Monier's
proposals and the final cuts to
USN H were by 13 percent.
Lessard said a broad base tax
was the "only way" the state could
escape its fiscal crisis, but added
that the chance of one are "nonexistant."
New Hampshire is ranked 50th
in
state aid to elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary
education, Lessard said, and if the
state doubled its aid it would still
rank 50th.
He also criticized President
Reagan's tax cuts. Some $80
million in federal aid has been cut
from New Hampshire, Lessard
said.
He told of a man in Dover who
came to him when the federal
government stopped his
chemotherapy treatm~nts.
"This man is dying and they're
trying to help him along," Lessard
said.

Contact Lenses&_Complete Vision
Services

WE
OFFER
NEW

*Complete Eye Examinations
. *Same Day Service jn Most Cases on Soft Lenses
*30-Day Trial Period on Contacts
~Large Inventory of Fine Eyewear for Children and Adults
*Quick Service From Our In-Office Optical Lab
*Soft Lenses for ASTIGMATISM & EXTENDED WEAR
*POL YCON Oxygen-Permiable Semi-Hard lenses
*CSI, A New Development in Soft Lenses

* DISCOUNTS TO ALL STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS

Drs. Aile & Menard
Dover -

Downtown Durham
Next to Youngs Restaurant

It has not been determined how
persons under the age of 16 will oe
halted from using the machines,
Taube said.
Taube said that many juveniles
do not carry proof of age and that
it will be difficult to constantly
watch all customers entering and
leaving the center.
Bicycle parking and overcrowding will also be regained for
businesses to regulate under the
oramance, as well as a fifty dollar
yearly fee per machine.

Opton1etrists

Durhani

4 76 Central Ave., 742-5719
7 Jenkins Court, 868-1012
Hours 9-5
Hours: 9-5 ·
Sat 9-12 in Dover
Closed Wednesday
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.RUSH---

(continued from page 3)
large number of juniors are not
likely to accept a large number of
women with junior status.
Sororities attempt to balance the
ratio of classes, according to
Hansen.
Rush began on Sept. 27 and lasts
until Oct. 8.

EARN UP TO $11,000
IN COLLEGE.
In the Army Reserve, you can earn around $7,000 over
four years of college for working part-time just one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, plus two summers of training at an Army post. Many units also offer a bonus of up to
$4,000 toward your tuition. After graduation, you'll have
a valuable skill and work experience.
For More Information
call 749-0441 or 335-1653

---------t

Tl)ESDA Y. September 29
ART PRINT SALE: Last day. Decorate you home, room or
apartment with beautiful art prints on sale. Choose from a large
· variety by different artists, Sponsored by Office of Student
Activities. East / West Lounge, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SE.RIES: "The Odyssey: The
Structure," and "The Odyssey: The Central Themes-." Room 303,
James Hall, 11 a.m .-12:30 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs.'_Keene State. Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. September 30
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. U Mass. Field House Tennis Courts, 3:30
p.m.

COMPUTER
(continued from page 3)
of the Computer Science
department, the purchase was
prompted by a 50 percent discount
on the VAX, which is normally
priced in the $230,000 range:
The new computer will be
cheaper to run than the Dec-IO,
and will help to decrease the larger
machine's user load, Weiner said.
Weiner said a primary reason
for purchasing the VAX 11 / 780
was to obtain the UNIX operating
system, one which is considered
·standard and used by Computer
Science departments around the
country. The VAX is equipped to
run the UNIX operating system,
and will make the department
more compatible with those of
other Universities.
One advantage of such
computer-system compatibility is
that software (i.e. computer
programs) can be traded with
other schools and used with few or
no modifications, Weiner pointed
out.
The VAX 11 / 780 will be used
for upper-level Computer Science
courses starting next semester. The
courses must first be adapted from
the Dec-IO to the new computer.
The VAX is currently being and ·
will continue to be used for faculty
and student research.

CILERDIR

TH URS DAY. October I
. MUSO FILM: "Deliverance."Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7
and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass.
MUB PUB: Brian Pheonix with the Top 40's. Sponsored by
M USO . 8 p.m. Admission 50¢ with UNH student ID / Proof of age.

ARMY RESERVE.·
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

FRIDAY. October 2
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT: Exhibition of student
photographs from summer session 1981. Sponosred by Department
of the arts. Monday-Friday, Hewitt Hall Exhibition Corridor, 8
a.m.-5 p.m. continues through Thursday, October 29.
MUB PUB: New England . Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.m.
Admission: UNH students with ID $3 .75; general $4.75. Proof of
age required.

•••••
•••••
STICK PRACTICE
11 :30 a.m. to_ 1 :00 p.m.

MONVAY twr.u FRIVAY
$ 2.00

-COURSE(continued from page 3)
just jogging it is an overall fitness
program." Jan Durcharme, a
sophmore, thought "it would take
awhile for the course to catch on
and that she would probably run it
in the spring."
Some students were concerned
about the cost of the circuit.
Freshman Betty Kelly felt "the
only setback of it is the price for the
equipment and the actual
installation."
Art Ellis, a junior said the course
was a waste of time and money. "It
really doesn't surprise me that the
University would pay this kind of
money for a passive exercise
course," he said.
The course was designed by
Parcourse Company and Perrier
supports the program by offering
grants to interested organizations,
The course is set up to slowly build •
up endurance and strength. The
first five stations, located at the
field house, are warm ups, and the
next several stations are vigorous
exercises for specific areas of the
body.
The course also includes a
cardiovascular fitness guide out in
front of the field house and there
are several heart check stations
throughout the course. The last
few stations are cool downs and
are behind NewHampshire Hall.

~ELMETS REQUIRF.D

You'll enjoy our

ON HOOVER All KARI-VAN ROUTE
HVl.Uage. Hill -6top

class.

ICE RENTALS AVAILA~LE
CALL 742-5463

MUSO
FILM SERIES PRESENTS

Deliverance
What did happen on the CahuJa was sec River?

Burt Reynolds
John Voight
Ned Beatty
Based on James Dickey's best -seller
Deliverance is a highly suspenseful
story recounting the adventures of four
city men on a weekend of white
water canoeing

Follow UNH
Sports in The
New Hampshire

Old Dover Rd. Newington -

Thursday, October 1st
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB
Admission $1.00 at the door.

Hannon's
16 Third St. Dover
&11c£«1trf6UHncr ct«(3/-_
lfe«r/y -J@riwic£es
0Jt«lify Slmks «naue«foo£
.{ol!f(f,I_C 0/JCH /j[ fiq;1{cfo.riftf{ -cfi,,e

sekt'fiolt 0[111tporkr£ a,i_l ftfomesftc
.

Oe(f:5ClflrfWHte.
,
C«.r«a(rfrcss -ufo re.renlafio1ts needer£
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC
TUTORIAL SERVICE: ~pen to all engineering
. students and students with math-related majors.
Spo_nsored by the Tau Beta Pi, Engineering Honor
Society. Offered Mondays and Thursdays, September
and October, Room, 310 Kingsbury, 7-9 p.m.

PRE-VET CLUB:-Organizational meeting. Thursd~y.
October I. Room 127. Hamilton Smith. 6 p.m.
Refreshments served.
SIMULATION ~AMES CLUB: Roleplayingand other
~ames. Every Fnda)'. and ~aturday, Hillsborough / Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m.-closing.

Classified Advertising
only $1.00 in .

The New Hampshire

COMPUTER SERVICES

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
AEROBICS DANCE: Unwind from the pressures of the
day before you go home! Tuesdays and Thursdays,
October 6 - November 12. New Hamshire Hall. 5-6 p.m.
Fee payable upon registration from each session is $18
for those with a student ID or recreation pass and $25
without it.
YOUTH GYMNASTICS: All children are welcome to
participate in the University youth programs. whether or
not their families purchase recreation passes. The fee,
which is due at registration. is $20 for those with a
recreation pass or $30 without a pass. These will be held
in the Field House gym for eight weeks on Sunday
afternoons. Registration is Friday, October 2. 9-4 p.m.
Classes will b held beginning Monday October 5 to
Sunday, November 22 . For futher information call 8622031.
ADULT BASIC SWIMMING: Sponsored by
Department of Recreational Sports. Meets at 8 p .m. on
Wednesday evenings for six weeks from Monday.
October 12 to Friday, November 20 in the Field House
pool Registration will be held from monday, October 5 to
Friday, October9 in Room 151 of the field House. Fee is
due at .registration. $15 with a recreation pass or $25
without.
EARLY BIRD SWIM: Beginning Monday. October 5,
the pool will be open Monday-Friday. 6: 15-8 a .m. for lap
swimming. Assistance will be available Wednesday
mornings for indiviual help. sponsored by Department of
Recreational Sports . Question, call 862-2031. Recreation
pass of UNH student ID needed.

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below
Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Roo~
2E Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH
personnel.
GRAPHICS INTEREST GROUP: Friday, October 2,
Stoke Cluster, 2:30-4:30 p.m .
BEGINNING SPSS: Two-session course that assumes
no prev!ous e~perience with the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS). ' Monday and Wednesday,
Oct?be_r 5 a~d 7. Stoke Cluster, 2-4 p.m. Pre-requisistes:
Beginning Timesharing or BATCH. Course Fee: $4.
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: Two-session
course will attempt to introduce those unfamiliar with
computers ·10 just what a computer is, what it can and
cannot do. and deal with assorted fears and biases
concerning computers. Monday and Thursday, October
5 and 89. Stoke Cluster. 6-8 p.m. Course fee: $4.

CU IBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

OMICRON DELTA EPSILON: Anyone interested in
joining an economics honor society with a 3.0 average
and 12 credits in economics. Tuesday. September 29,
Room 318. McConnell, 1-2 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Weekly meeting.
Tuesday, September 29. Room 218 Hamilton Smith. 7
p.m.
.CHESS CLUB MEETING: Open meeting. Chess
equipment provided. Tuesday. September 29, Room 53,
Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m.

d

10% off all bikes
20% off bike accessories
Puch, Austro-Daimler
Raleigh, Ross
Also: skid-lids, blackburn carriers.
cannondale bags, etc.

PEDDLER'S CYCLE

COl l~SELING AND TESTING

WENESDA_Y NITE SERIES WORKSHOPS: Some ot
My Best Friends are Gay. One of a series of informal
e~periential workshops d~signed to help you explor~
ways of understanding issues of personal interest.
Wednesday, September 30, Schofield House. 7 p.m.

GENERAL

CAREER

RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for students to
recive feedback on first draft resumes on a first-comefirst-served basis. Sponsored by Career Planning &
Placement. Friday, October 2, Room 203, Huddleston
Hall. I :30-4:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP:
Video tape. lecture and discussion session. to help
students prepare for employment interviewing.
Sponosred b); Career Planning and Placement. Tuesday.
September 29. Dimond Library 6:30 p.m.

STUDENT'S SALE

JOB BOARD: The Job Resource Center is being
developed by the Student Activities Office to help inform
UNH st~~ents about part-time and full-time job
opportumt1~s both on and off campus. Information is
poste~ outside the MU B cafeteria. Potential employers
may call 862-1524 from 8:30-4:30 p.m .. Monday-Friday
for more information.
BASI_C CHRISTIAN BELIEFS: "The Nature of God".
T~e ~irst in a ~eri~s of five talks !ntended to develop the
B1bl1cal _Ch1rst1a_n _perspect1bve. Sponsored by
Intervars1ty Christina Fellowship. Wednesday.
September 30. Room 318. McConnell Hall . 6:30-8:30
p.m.
DURHAM AAUW MEETING : Understanding the
Dollar Impact: Gaining Economic Literacy. LeaAnn
Burr. Manager.UN H Credit and Collections. Sponsored
by American Association of University Women. New
Hampshire division. Thursday, October I. Hetzel Room.
Alumni Center. 3:30-5 p.m.
8-BALL POOL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by UNH
Games Room, Sunday, October 11. 100 Level. Memorial
Union. 11 a.m. Registration. Games Room. now through
10:30 a.m .. Sunday. October 11. One dollar penalty for
late registration.
HOTEL ADMINSTRATION GOURMET DINNERS:
Will be held October 23-24. Watch Campus publications
for details. Sponsored by Hotel Adminstration
Department.

MOPED AND BICYCLE - SALES AND SERVICE
1 Cate st. Portsmouth, NH
1 (603) 436-0660

CONVERS E
™
ALL-STARS
· and
RED'S
_A Winning Combination
All Starn.1 Pro Leather
Hi-Cut. Converse All
Stars are worn
by more pro and
college players
than any other
· shoe.

,. ~~~~~-

II

.
_-:; ~~iff

.

at

RED'S-= ~:
WEEKDAYS
9-309

nu

We invite all men· to
open.rus h:
Tuesday Sept. 29
8~10 p.m.
Delta Zeta Sorority
25 Madbury ];toad

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF

:i , '

I Famous~;~~~~~~~~;-LesJ
Broadway

RUSH SIGMA

:, "

itt~it°"t•,
tfcam,asa-

SATURDAYS
~S.JO

Dover

-48hr.Lower Quad
Bike-a-Thon
for St. Judes
Children's Hospital
October 9, 10, 11
starting at 6:00 p.m.
Friday

Pledge your support

TODAY!!

FOR MORE
THAN JUST
THE- SCORES,
CHECK OUT
THE SPORTS
PAGES

The
New
Hampshire
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§
§

!-,Tl_TDENTS FOR TH~ l TNIVERs;ITY

§

Initiates, develops and maintains a positive public attitude of
the University through programming and communications
with:

§§

The State Legislature
The UNH Parents Association
Alumni Association
UNH Trustees

-BOOK S-I

(continued from page 1)
the past compared to how many
students enrolled in the classi
-the number of used books
for more information stop in the Student Senate Office Rm. in the
around campus
·
MUB or call 2-1494
-the cost of the book (students
books)
share expensive
- - - - - -- -whether the book is required or
suggested
-how many students are
expected to add and drop the class
"Now there is another variable,"
Maier said. "The Durham Book
Exchange. We at the bookstore
must now learn a new formula for
figuring out how many books to
order."
Until then, Maier will probably
send more books back to the
publishers. As a result, his freight
costs will undoubtably increase.
In the end however, the problem
lies in the large overhead costs of
the University bookstore.
For instance, Maier employs
fifteen full-time people, while the
Durham Book Exchange operates
with only four full-time employees.
The University bookstore makes
24¢ on every dollar it takes in. But
according to Maier, "operating
costs gobble up all but one percent
of this 24¢."
Employee salaries take up 15
percent of every 24¢. Another
three percent of this goes to pay an
administrative service charge
which all auxillary university
services pay. In addition, the
bookstore has computer services
costs of $12,500 a year, a $5,000
telephone bill, a $15,000
oil/ heating bill, a $2,500 police
charge, a $2,000 office supply bill,
$4,000 to $5,000 is used to buy bags
alone and a $2,000 freight bill.
"Less than $20,000 was left over
last year," Maier said. The money
was put into a fund to be used in
the future for expansion of the
bookstore.
"What we 're trying to do is turn
any large surplus into service for
the students," Maier said.
Maier said he could lower book
prices by five percent but it would
cost him $75 ,000. "Services," he
said, "would suffer as a result."
The Bookrush would probably
be hardest hit by the cut.
According to Maier, if prices were
lowered by five percent, the
bookrush would have to be held at
the bookstore instead of in Snively
Arena and the Granite State
Room . Lines would . be four and
five hours long, Maier said.
One service the University
bookstore does not provide that
the Durham Book Exchange does
offer is year round "buy backs" of
textbooks.
Maier said he is willing to
provide the service if students
want, but he is concerned that the
Soft , Warm
policy will cause book stealing to
increase .
"If students could pick . up a
book anytime and sell it to me,"
and
Maier said, "I'm afraid more books
will be stolen."
Maier has asked the student
. d\
senate to gather student opinion,
and he seems willing to abide by
Ladies'
the results.
"We want to respond to what
Turtlenecks
students want," he said . "But it's
100% Cotton
hard to figure out how much a five
Assorted Colors
percent cut and a year-round buy
back policy is worth to them."
"Would students rather pay $95
and wait in four and five hour
lines?" Maier asked . "Or would
they rather pay $100.00 I can't give
Ladies Leisure
Remnant
you that answer."

8
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-n1GHT GRILL

pen
Seven
Days
A Week
8 AM

Durham
N.H.

Fancy _
Meats

75

In the MUB Cafeteria

Different Kinds of

Monday -Thursd ay
4:00-8:0 0

©®~00-~

~rn~~[lli

Night Grill Special:

Deli
. Sandwich es·
Subs And
Salads

Hot .Dog, Fries,
and a Can of Soda $1.00

.~

Fresh
Fruits
And
Yegetab les

Now Thru
Oct. 10th

Your
Health
And
Beauty
Aid
Needs

Cold ·
Soda
Pop

FLANNEL
-NIGHTGOWNS

PAJAMAS

. . . ..

Chips
Crackers

599

YARD

·Slippers

Home Delivery
call

862-1490 862-1124

Washable - Sz . S-M -L
,SAVE TIME- SAVE GAS - SAVE MONEY
~ SHOP
THE WELLWOOD STORE NEAR YOU

- ...:-

~
-~

OPEN MON. - SAT. 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
C,

, I
, '

PAGE
E!GHT
r
Y

Interested in
writing or
photography

· PIANO SERVICE
Complete piano serv~c.e~. ~ep~irs,Rebuilding and Refinishing.

Room 151
MUB

PIANO LESSONS - Member NGPT - Studied
three years at Mozarteum in Salzburg,
Austria. Lessons at two pianos.
.
Raymond Desjardins
2 Freeman Court
Dover,N.H. 03820

2 FEATURES
7:00 - SUN . 6 :15
"ALLEGRO .
NONTROPPO"
· P-L- U-S
8 :45 - SUN 8 :00
"BLACK
ORPHEUS"

''I Wear Clothes
from the
Second Coming
or
Nothing At All!"

CAT NIP PUB

TONIGH,T

-PRICES-

F.&S.

EVE.S1.35 F S2.70

OTHER
TIMES 95c F $1.90

Stillwater
Run
· Band
9~Closing

DIAL

436-5710 .
FOR
FEATURE •

STONE

CHURCH

742-5919 before 8:30 a.m.
or late evenings .

659-6321

Happy. Hours
Mon.-Fri. 3:00pm-7:00pm_

Wed. Sept. 30

STANLEY
LONGSTAFF
half price draft, 8-10 p.m.

.

Thurs. Oct. 1 · ·

CREWNECK
SWEATERS

BRASS TACKS
dancing!

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 2 & 3

Second
· amlng

Main St.
Newmarket, N.H.

the INCREDIBLE
CASUALS

659-5634

humorous rock & roll
d_ancing!

Tues. - Fri. 11:30 .5
Sot. 1~"

Sun. Oct. 4

10% off
Reg $19 - $20
NOW $17.10 - $18

RICK ZECHMAN
happy hour all night

r

Available in:

=-=---..,...,...,.__,...,;eC~.,;Qa=--..,..,ccm=---..-cp=--..,.--cuco--..-cs=--...,..,;0Ccr...,....,...A::eoi::>Cp=---...-ccy=--...,....,c,oeocr--cf=--..-ocD~...,....-o=u00Cr=---..-ch=---..-ca=---..,.....cm=--!

§s

I

47 Main Street Durham., N.H. 03834

§ Resume Service
,;

Resume Consultation
§ Printing
§ Copying

I

·§
§§

tan, wine., navy, grey, dk. green,
kelly, It. blue, pink, raspberry
heather, green heather

Typesetting
§ _________________. . ,.
Typing
Wedding Invitation PackageSALE ENDS
Announcments

868-2450

II
I

I

OcT.1

l,....,.~..,...,...,.--c,-..,.--c,-..,..A:Cr~...-C,JO"""J.)l"'"J""..,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...~_,..,...,.-A,r..,...,...,...,...,-0--..,...,...,...,...,...,.__,....,...,...,.__,..~l ,,_____~------~--------~----------------------------------------------------~·

~

BURGER

KING
,_,
com1na soon

Mortar Board
Book and Check
Returns
Sept. 28- Oct. 2

Mon. Wed. Fri.
11:00 a.m: - 3:00
Tues. Thurs.
11:00a.m. - 2:00 p.m
Room 320, MUB

1
, •

.THE NEW,HAMPSrllRe Tl1'ESDAV, SEPTE'MBER ·29/1'981
1

l}nderstandinl! Consciousness: A Workshov in Se/f'-Discovery

This JO week seminar explores the history, theory and practices
of some major spiritual disciplines and esoteric teachings.
Classes include meditation, and psychic development techniques.
October 7 to December 9- Wednesdai1 evenihJ!sfrom 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Mill Pond Center, Durham
For more information, call ~uzu11m

Submit typed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.

v

-

DIOHT NOW
it~s

_

THE 105th

DEERFIELD
ffllR
Oct. 1. z. 3. 4
The Family
Fair ·

Children's Petting Barn

742.:.9796 Third St., Dover (next to Strand)

.,,

STUDENTS 10% OFF any breakfast
or lunch with this coupon and a UNH ID

The
New Hampahire

Champion Vegetable
Exhibits

Band and Country

Magic and-Stage
Shows

4 Day Horse Show
Livestock
Competition
4H Dog Show
Flower Show

Woodsman Contest

Arts and Crafts
Exhibits

Rock Concerts

Miss Deerfield
Fair Pageant
Horse and Cattle
Pulling

4H and FFA
Exhibits

GENERAL ADMISSION: $3.00
Children 12 and Under Free
Route 42, Deerfield, N .H.
only 29 minutes from U NH via Rt. 4

BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
Mens and Women's hairstyling
Durham Shopping Center

~

_

OPEN 6 AM-2:30 PM DAILY (closed Tuesday)

868-7363

lllllnD1t1fepl ·open every Saturday

tp8'5

-

and Evenings
Tues. - Fri.)

Curl
up
with a
Good
Book

Hours: 6:00 - 12:00 weekdays
6:00 p.m.. -8:00 a.m. weekends

882-2293

* Fiction
* Biographies
* Women's Studies
and Histories

Secondhand books bArtworks
'.!I Fir,1 SIH 'l'I in Dm l'r
10;1111 -:11>111 ·1·11nd;l\ -.~;1111nb~
IOa111-,pm hid;I\ ~

* Children's Books
* Paperbacks
25¢ - 75¢
* Distinctive
Notecards

Pa~onia Bunt~
,,. OdginalN,IQr-

.. . . . .lmnea.
■

~far ·
all-day comfart.

·•

maigand:

■

flexible.
Available in

IN
STOCK NOW!

fashion-inspired
shades.

•

men's and ·w omen's in soft grey, nai,y ·blue, or new
berry color

All Logo® nylor® rimless · eyegl~ are hand-

lPildtrnlis Crails

crafted with careful precision ... We are the only place where Logos® are ·sold and
_serviced on the premises.

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham 868-5584

I LUNETTE OPTIQUE J

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat. 9-5:00

LICENSED OPTICIANS
466 CENTRAL A VE. , DOVER

749-2094

20% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS

WILDERNESS

CAMPING,

BACKPACKING , AND CROSS- COUNTRY SKI
EQUIPMENT
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THAN JUST
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. PAGES

YO UN G'S
This Week 's Speci al
Small Juice, Cheese Omelet te,
Home Fries, Toast, Tea or Coffee
(1 cup) $1.89

, ': ~ . - - -Jenkins
Durliim
Ilka Court Durham

---I

868-5634
Open Mon-Fri 10-5
*½

Sat l0-2

price - labor rates - Mon., Tues., Wed.
with this ad .

----- ----i i--~ Dare To Be Different

The
New

Hamp~hire

specia l 6:00 a.m.-1 1:30 a.m .

.

d'+~

29 Main St.
Durham

Walk-in

Phone
868-7051

SWEAT
*SHI RTS ;
*PAN TS
*HO ODE D SHIR TS
Louise's Sport Shop

take on
the challenge ...
realize
the future
. The Challenge

The Opportunity

Imagination , courage, leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order...
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leadership position at the forefront of commercial
nuclear power systems will provide you with
unique professional experience.

GPU Nuclear is responsible for the operation
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three
Mile Island units located in Middletown,
Pennsylvania; and an off-site design and
engineering group in Parsippany, New
Jersey. We offer you: • Top benefits • Advanced educational opportunities and a
chance to live in beautiful North Central
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.
We are seeking entry level and experienced
professionals in the following categories:.

The Commitme nt

■
■
■

General Public Utilities created an independent organization , GPU Nuclear, to
centralize its nuclear capability and
provide safer, more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitmen t to the
flawless safety of our plants.

Mechanical ■ Nuclear
Electrical
■ Health Physics/
Chemical
Radiation Protection
For more information about job opportunities at GPU Nuclear, fill out the coupon
below and send it to: J. Troebliger, P.O. Box
480, Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men
and women from. all ethnic background s
and the handicappe d.

,,,, Night Grill Special, Hot Dog, Fries, Soda, $1
,,,, Outdoor Dining Overlookin g the Ravine
,,,, Sandwiche s and Grinders made to order
,,,, Coffee 25c, with your own cup, 20c

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

will be on campus
October 27, 1981

Pub

--------------------------------------18 ,p JNuclear

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

J. Troebllger
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, Pa. 17057

,,,, Thursday
v'F~day
,,,, Saturday
,,,, Sunday

Brian Phoenix, DJ, with Top40's
NewEng~ nd
X-Dreams
Russ Dumont, DJ, with Oldies

Catering
~

From coffee a·n d donuts to large banquets
Call 862-2484

Pistachio's

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

v'lceCrea m
~ Frappes
,,,- Sundaes

· DEGR~E. SCHOO...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
HOME A D D R E S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - --

Sept. 28-0c t. 5
Cafeteria

Id '11INuclear

I
I

Durham
868-514 1
Mill Road

Exeter
772-325 7
Downtow n

PHONE NO _ _ _ _ _ __

S P E C I A L I Z A T I O N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Ticket Office-Tickets now on sale

-

v- Karl-Van passes& lndlvldual rides
~ Oct.2
..
lnchester
~ Oct. 17
l
art, Celebrity Serles
~ Oct. 20-24 1 ~ .......Jdo, University Theater

o
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·PHI -CHI THETA
Woman's Business Fraternity
INVITES ALL

The ..
New
Hampshire

WSBE

STUDENTS

to open coffee house
Tuesday, October 6 at 6:30
Jessie Doe Lounge
Wednesday, October 7 at 6:30
Hubbard Main Lounge
Thursday, October 8 at 6:30

Rm. 201 WSBE

..,

.r_,.,.,...cr.-ieo-..cr..cr...cr~.o-...0-.,..,...cr..cr.,_,...,..,~7. of trymg
. to survive
. m. a world- designed with
.
§s Tired

I

someone ::i~mEiFTiEtSr

~ UNITE"

I

I§ T-Shirt at Things
8

Is

&

Things. left
handed shop. -.
.

also - Left handed kitchen ut.ensils

.GM •

.&1/!;;tn
- S01.
~

how to books - le~t handed
scissors, mustache mugs and lefty mugs. .

I-

- -

§

•

I

I8

§

IS

Is

~ngs _

,Durham Shopping Cen terS

~.,..,.~_,-.c,,-.-c,,cr.o-..-cocc,-.,r.....oo--..0"'"..r..r..-c,-~~..,.JC,r~....a

picks up the news INSTANTLY
from an orbiting satellite. Using
the latest space age technology,
WHEB proudly enters its fiftieth
year of cc;1rrying accurate,
minute-to-m~nute information from UPI news correspondents ar.ound the world.
WE CALL IT THE "55/25"
. NEWS. Five minutes before
the hour and twenty-five
· after the hour, EVERY day
of the week, WHEB brings
you continuous and concise
news updates. No matter
what day a big story breaks
·... good news or bad ... WHEB
gets it to you first. It's a
tremendous responsibility
having so many people depend
on the WHEB news team.
We take pride in living up to .
this challenge. Hear it first
with the WHEB News Team ...
HAVE WE GOT NEWS
FOR YOU!

Radio is the most immediate and
world-wide source of news information today. More people get
their daily news from radio than
any other medium. Thoughtful analysis and effective
presentation of the hews is
the most important service_
we can give to the _community. Our five-person,
award winning news team
brings you the news in
perspective ... events as they
happen in the world, the
nation, and in our own corner
of New England.

WHEB's new Earth Station
Receiver, a micro relay dish,
Bob DiPietro, Jack Messmer, John Graham,
Joan Adamaitis, and Brian Phelan

AM75

FM STEREO 100

The Star Station
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Speak up! Silenc e implie s agree ment
The Collegiate Association for the Research of
Principles ( CARP) is an international group
-founded by a Korean industrialist named Sun
Myung Moon, who also founded the Unification
Church. Its members believe the 61-year-old
leader to be another John the Baptist, if not the
secot!d C:hrist

Several quotes below from the April 22, 1975
edition of The New Hampshire suggest reasons
for joining CARP have nothing to do with
accepting its principles. The controlled
atmosphere where one is told when to eat, sleep,
and pray, can be an attractive alternative to those
whose lives lack direction.

In the past, The New Hampshire has---.
· documented several cases where vulnerable,
lonely University students became involved with
CARP, dropped out of school, undervvent what
those close to them termed "radical personality
changes" and dissappeared, leaving friends,
families and possessions.
Recently the U.S. District Court of Appeals in
Boston, citing guarantees of religious freedom,
overruled the University's . decision to deny
CARP recognition as a UNH student
organization. As a result, CARP was given
temporary recognition, pending an open hearing
by' the University's Student Organization
Committee.
Recognition as a student organization would
allow CARP to use the University's name, (ie.,
UNH Chapter of CARP), give them use of
student facilities, and allow them to apply for
funding through the student activities fee.

"I think her weak point was that she wasn't
sure about things like her major, or whether she .
· really wanted to stay here."
'They caught her at a low point in her life. She
had a lot of personal problems ... "
'They practically dragged him out ofbed... he
didn't seem to want to go but they just kept after
him until they convinced him. He said he felt like
a prisoner, but he went anyway."
After attending a weekend workshop
sponsored by CARP, a reporter for the New
Hampshire concluded:
"Perhaps brainwashing is too strong a term,
although it has frequently been used to describe
the CARP workshops. But there was
conditioning ... that weekend, and it was used to
prey on people who couldn't defend themselves." _

~JOtv
(J(J)NNO~

cr./zr.r/g,

Jom CARP, and according to the Associated
Press, she will testify at UNH to explain to
officials what it was like being a cult member.
"I-was 18 years old and a college freshman ata
;veiy large campus," Butler told the AP. "I was
lonely, I was afraid and I was not doing as well in
my classes as I expected to."
After attending several workshops, Butler
embarked on a seven day _training session. She
later donated all her possesions with the
. exception of some clothes to CARP, and
withdrew from school.

Kim Butler dropped out of school in 1974 to

Clearly, CARP is not a student organization, _
but a national organization that has shown itself
to be dangerous to .the community.
This Thursday evening at 7 p.m., ( subject to
change at press time; please call the Student
Activities Office at 862-1524, or The New
Hampshire at 862-1124 for confirmation) an
open meeting will be held in the HillsboroughSullivan room of the MUB. The meeting will give
students perhaps their only chance to come forth
and point out their concerns to the Student
Organization Committee.
The message must be clear that we are aware
of CARP, and believe they have no place at this
university.

HEY, FRIEND, YOU'RE LOOKING.A BIT DOWN ... LONELY?. DEPRESSED?
··· HOW 'BoUT A D'R.\NK ON TttE
HOOSE-AND WE C.ANTALK ... QK.?

· FACILITIES PROVIDED

BY

U.N.H.
'

A REPORTER'S
·woR KSH OP
will be held on Sunday, Oct. 4, at 6 p.m.
in Rm. 151 of the MUB.
All reporters, new ~nd old, should

attend. Reporter' s handbook s will also be
at this meeting.
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Ar ts &.Features
Pas t, pre sent
By Tom Mooney
It's six a.m. - a good hour
before dead low tide - but already
. the Seabrook clam flats are
randomly scattered with archbacked diggers.
A gentle breeze carrying the first
crisp smells of autumn blows
across the flats heading east to
meet the orange sky as a lobster
boat in the nearby channel chases
the last remnants of morning fog
back out to sea.
It'~ a picture out of Yankee
Magazine; one illustrating a place
that has gone relatively unchanged
for generations ... until now.
An unbroken jagged fringe of
green, scraping the bottom edge of
sky about a mile away, was once
the background to this tranquil
picture.
But the fringe of trees has been
broken, and in its gap looms the
Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant in
ominous silent repose.
Here on the flats custom and
tradition come face to face with the

nuclear age.
But for the present, this
potential confrontation has not
deterred the diggers.
More begin to arrive and as they
make their way across the sand,
perforated with hundreds of
thousands of clam holes, the flats
come alive under their feet with a
sizzling that sounds like a
hamburger frying - not _on high
heat though - a bout on simmer.
An occasional bold clam jets a
stream of water up through his
hole and into the air in defiance of
being stepped on.
These people have come for
clams: dressed in rubber boots or
waders. with flannel shirts rolled
up to the elbows and carrying their
talloned ipswitches, ten quart
buckets. red mesh onion bags and
their ideas about nuclear power.
'Tm vehemently opposed to it
and always have been." said Jamy
Sarette, 32, from Goffstown, N. H.
who comes- down to dig every
weekend. "W~it till something

'

and futu re mer ge at Sea bro ok

happens," she said, "theri there will
be only one side (of the nuclear
power -issue), the side of reality."
Sarette's digging partner.
Reverend Charles Ludking, 63.
from Concord, said, "It's too bad
they had to build a nuclear plant in
the one place in New Hampshire
where you can dig clams. But I
guess I will keep digging here until
the clams start to glow or
something else happens."
In reference to the possibility
that the nuclear plant will save
N. H. residents money on energy.
Ludking said, "divide 850
thousand, (approx. population of
N.H.) into $3.56 billion, (the cost
of the plant). It doesn't seem to be
saving us too much money now
does it?"
According to a recent Boston
Sundav Globe article, the Public
Service Company of New
Hampshire expects to derive 65
percent of all the power it
generates from nuclear sources in
the future.
Unit one of the twin reactor
station, which is half finished, was
to start producing electricity in
February of 1984 with Unit two
going on line in May of 1986.
A recent inspection of the site,
however. by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has
found that construction will take
at least a year longer t·han
expected.
The continuous work at the
plant, 24 hours a day. five days a
week. goes undetected from here
on the flats a mile away.
Even the movements of the huge
cranes that penetrate deep into the
sky are as slow as the big hand of a
clock.
The potential power of the plant
seems almost intangible in this
state of eery stillness.
For some, however, the plant is
little more than an ugly wart on the
horizon.
"Na, it won't hurt nothin '," said
one middle aged Seabrook man
who said he has been digging clams

The Seabrook Nuclear power plant, currently under construction, looms above the clam flats.
(Martha Thomas photo)
~ere for over twenty years, "We're
~ust g?nna have to get used to
1t...bes1des we need the energy."
A 76 year-old Portsmouth man
who asked not to be named, said
that he had been digging clams on
these flats for 55 years but that he
had_ no strong convictions about
the use of nuclear power either
way.
"I'~ a.~.the errd of my rope now,"
he said, 1t really doesn't matter to
me one way or another. But I
would hate to see an accident

happen like the one on Three Mile
Island and ruin the diggin'. It's
been really good the past four or
five years."
The tide has shifted, and without
much notice the water begins to
s·wallow the outer edges of the
flats.
The scattered patches of mussles
and periwinkles that cling
desperately to the small strips uf
seaweed and one another, cling
even tighter now so they won't get
washed away in the changing surf.

A few late diggers are still
making their way onto the flats but
most have filled their buckets,
rinsed the clams in their onion
bags, and are walking back to their
cars.
In a few hours the flats will be
flooded and another day of
clamming ended.
It's a tradition that has been
repeated for years and years and
must now try to co-exist with the
nuclear era on its doorstep.

·TBS open snew seas on with Chri stie's susp ense thril ler
By Martha Thomas

ness added '( - ~Lh- -·•~t .. .-u
homicidal maniac and somebody
0
·M ·
t e mystery
Mr. Paravacini, of Agatha
else is the next victim.
aJor Metcau l~-L.YP"'
. Christie's Mousetrap says,"l've
Was it Mollie Ralston, the
ws quiet and polite, but red-faced
always thought explanations innocent newlywed owner of the
and nervous at mention of the
should be kept until the very end- house played by Nancy Nichols?
police, and maybe just a bit too
an exciting last chapter, you
Mollie is sweet, spacey, and blonde
observant.
know."
bouncy-hai red. She seems
Mr. Yravacini was the -only
Theatre by the Sea opened its incapable of any sort of cruelty,
character that didn't work his way
season Friday night with the but is connected in some way to an
into the plot. He arrived at the
Christie play, saving any hint of ancient tragedy that is the catalyst
boarding house later than
explanation until nearly the last of the Mousetrap murciers.
everyone else without reservations,
moment, and keeping the audience
Her husband Giles is equally
"My Rolls Royce overturned in the
in suspense until then.
ostensibly straight. Allan Carlsen
snow," h~ said. Tom Celli
The plot of Mousetrap is so was a somewhat stiff Biff in last
flourished his polished nails with
clever; the actions on stage, the season's production of Death of a
affected flair, and although he
lines spoken, and the characters' Salesman, but these mannerisms
appeared to be Italian, spoke with
identities are so tightly woven were perfectly suited to Mollie's
an accent that seemed to float in
together, that the fabric produced uncomfortabl e, obedient, husband
the environs · of German or
is what some refer to as an 'actor- who is also, unfortunately , prone
Russian or French. A side
proof' play, meaning that the to silent jealous rages.
from his confusion with dialects,
suspense created· by the plot and
A favorite suspect was Robert
Celli's character was not above
dialogue alone w111 produce a Rutland who played the odd, birdsuspicion for one moment.
success regardless of the quality of like Christopher Wren. Rutland
The last to arrive on the scene
staging or acting. For this reason, was in complete control of. his
was the skiing sergeant. Michael
Mousetrap is a popular choice charcter, dancing around the
Rothaar was energetic and brisk as
among highschool and regional elaborately decorated set, lurking
he questioned and reconstructed.
groups.
behind drapes, and quoting
But a Detective Sergeant is not
The flawless casting of the eight nursery rhymes in an erie sing-song
among the suspects anyway.
characters in the TBS production voice. He seemed to fit the
The production began to drag
heightened the plot with well- description of the murderer
slightly in the second act as it
defined personalities and close perfectly, but was so endearing
reached the straightaway that led
attention to the need for suspense. that nobody wanted to believe that
to the climax. The cast seemed to · :
Nobody was above suspicion, and he had committed the crime:
be a little tired and lines like, "Mrs.
at any moment a poll of the
Mrs. Boyle was too concerned
Boyle in the study," and "Major
audience would have undoubtably with household staff, cleanliness
Metcalf in the cellar," made the
begotten myriad solutions to this and propriety to become suspect of
play begin to sound more like a
who-done:..it.
a crime. Nancy Walton Fenn
Parker Brothers board game than
Seven people are trapped in a reached the pinnacle of sedentary
the Agatha Christie story that
country boarding house by a snobbery as the cranky old
has gained a reputation as the
raging snow storm. A murder has woman.
longest-runni ng mystery on stage
been committed in London, and
Miss Casewell (Stephanie Voss)
from its lengthy run in London.
according to detective Sergeant seemed a more likely candidate.
The cast kept its secret until the
Trotter, who arrives on skiis, Her broad-shoulde red cockiness
very end, though leaving suspense,
somebody in the house is the and seemingly indifferent rude- suspicion, and imagination
chasing circles around the theatre.
r

'J

"The Mousetrap" opened for a five-week engagement. Pictured are
(left to right) Nancy Walton Fenn, Robert Rutland and K. Lupe
O'Dell. (Courtesy photo)
·
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The MUB .PUB's week~nd was rocking from sea to sky
Berlin a needed lift
By Kathy Kupovics
The 1948 Berlin Airlift dropped
food and supplies to the refugees
stranded in the city.
Saturday night 'Berlin Airlift'
offered refreshment to those
gathered in the MU B PUB.
Primarily comprised of a hard
rock, almost heavy metal sound,
their repertoire is, mostly original,
foot-stomping music that will
move you whether you're on the
dance floor or in your chair.
'Don't Remind Me' started off
the show. Dancers rushed to the
open floor to get their ya-ya 's out:
'A song about bitching,' 'Don't
Remind Me' is a heavy, bassy
number featuring a solo by lead
guitarist Steve Perry. Wail. A good
way to start a show.
In "Turn to You,' lead singer
Rick Berlin, in maroon-colored
smoking jacket and black leather
legs, preceeded to demonstrate his
bountiful energy. Cavorting about
the stage in near-wild abandon, he
reminded me of a marionette.
'This is Your Life' is, an
undulating, snakelike boogie that
had my shoulders (and others')
moving around in my chair.
Berlin was having fun, too. With
his back to the audience, he
gracefully writhed out of his
maroon smoking jacket, and
turning to the audience, revealing a
lean, sinewey body hugged by a
white T:shirt. (All that cavorting
must've made him hot and sweaty.
A star number.
'You're Seventeen' was a reggae
'sandwich' tune, its tempo fastslow-fast-slow, which would've
made it a little tricky to dance to
had it not been for drummer Joe
Pet's persistent beat.
One of the factors that lent to my
enjoyment of the evening was
'Berlin Airlift"s great big sense of

Atlantic waves

humor: they were there to have a
good time and encouraged the
audience to do the same.
'Those of you who are old
enough should get drunk.' Rick
Berlin told us.
Rick Berlin introduced 'I Just
Can't Win,' saying, 'We work.in an
ice cream shop in Jamica Plain,
which makes peppermint schnapps
ice cream. We feed it to the dogs
that come in in the morning, and
the dogs fart wicked bad. That
keeps the customers away. The
next song is not about farting.'
The song, not about farting, is
Berlin's lament: 'I'm not young
· enough, not rich enough, not
smart enough, not fast enough.for
you ... I Just Can't Win•
A slow song, 'I Can't Win' ·
showed off Berlin's strong vocal
techniques, and Jane Balmond's
keyboard-playing was powerful
and moving.
The 'Airlift' did one nonoriginal tune by Jim Carroll
entitled 'Get the Wild One'. The
highlight of this wild one was a
remarkable solo by quitarist Steve
Perry sending terrific rush.es
through my body. The special
enects he used created a threedimensional sound not unlike
vintage Hendrix, circa 'Axis Bold
As Love'. Truly impressive.
I was fortunate enough to get a
chance to speak with the members
of 'Berlin Airlift' during their
break. I found them to be friendly,
regular kind of people who are
easy to talk to.
Shboting the camel with Rick
Berlin.we discussed the difficulties
involved in holding down a fulltime job, coordinating a band, and
finding a place to practice,
scheduling oneself accordingly.
Having been together for only six
weeks, the 'Berlin Airlift' has

By Chet Patterson

"Atlantlcs" lad linger Bobby Marron helped show the MUB PUB
audience_what new wave is all about. (Tim Skeer photo)
already had some airplay on with us.
WBCN. 'Over the Hill' was
The band had to stop playing at
WBCN's Number One Song for
12:10, but I knew this wouldn't be
three weeks.
the last ,time I'd hear them. They
The 'A'irlift' rampaged through are up for a record contract, which
the second half of the show, not will materialize in a little over a
even pausing between songs to give
month or so. The sky's the limit for
the dancers a rest. But that was OK
'Berlin Airlift.' ·
·

'The Atlantics,' who appeared at
the Mub Pub Friday night, swim in
the New Wave Ocean. They fared
successfully, too, judging from the
waves of cheers they recieved at the
Mub.
First mention should be their
encore, 'Rock 'N' Roll', not
because of its chronological
placement, but rather due to its
musical significance. The song
does more than adquate justice to
its pretentious · title. It's one of
those rare songs that was always
there, waiting to be · written by
somebody. The tempo, rhythmn,
power, and, most significantly, the
singability of 'Rock 'N' Roll' is
what classic rock songs are all
about.
A second worth mentioning
about The At/antics is their
costume, particullarly that of
bassist B. Wilkinson (who writes
most of their material). Seeimt a
rock group is a visual experience
and one of the reasons for the
increasing popularity of New
Wave is the code of dress
associated with it. Wilkinson, from
the all~white, no-name sneakers he
bops in to the circa 1950 buttoned
collar on his shirt from the way he
sings without expression into the
mike to the way he throws his head
when finished, epitomizes the New
Wave look. He's a show in himself,
although he doesn't show off.
Almost everyone in the crowd of
200 was on their feet ( or in the air)
during 'The Atlantics' two set, 21song performance--those who
weren't were asked to get up by
lead singer Bobby Marron--and a
few even got up for 'John A's
Hidden Secret,' the warm 'up band.
For:. a band that's been_!Qgether
ATLANTI CS, page 17

Introduces

Fiesta Dinners
For 10 up to 30 guests

Meatballs with Ravioli ................................ :: ................................... s5_95
Meatballs with Spaghetti ................................................................ 85.95
Sausage with Eggplant Parmigiana ............................................ 86.25
\
Sausage with Ravioli ........................................................................ 86.25
Veal Parmigiana with Eggplant .................. :.... :.. :.......... :... :.: .... '. .. 87.95
Veal with Ravioli ................................................................................. 87 .95
Price includes Antipasto Salad, Bread and Butter

We also have a full wine selection
Reservations Required (3 days prior)
For information call 868-5596
Available Sun-Tues nights

Hours:
Lunch Sun-Fri 11:30-2:00 p.m.
Afternoon Coffee Sun-Fri 2:00-4:00
Dinner Sun-Sat 4:00-9:00 p.m.
Weekly Specials
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ATLANTICS
(conti.n ued from page 16)

RUSH

only six months and played only
ten or twelve gigs. John A has put
together a very respectable band.
Stemming from Boston, the
opening group put an awful.lot of
vitality into their act, especially
considering that they had just
opened for Southside Johnny at
Sam's the night before in front of
1500 people, while the PUB could
boast no more than I00 in the
audience during, their performance.
There wasn't much to complain
about during the entire evening.
MUSO (Memorial Union Student
Organization) ticket sales didn't
fare well, though, considering the
PUB holds over 300, and 150 of the
200 tickets sold were bought that
night. MUSO had expected a sellout crowd. One of the reasons for
the lagging ticket sales might be the
cover price ($3.75 for students and
$4.50 otherwise), which is a
bargain for Boston clubs, but may
be more than UNH student are
willing to pay.

All)ha Gamma Rho
Fraternity
For all LS&A and T-School Men

Both Tuesday, Sept. 29th &
Thursday, Oct. 1st
from 8-10 PM

Join the Fall Festivities at
6 Strafford Ave.
"The Atlantics" in the MUB PUB Friday night. (Tim Skeer photo)
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LAMBDA CHI

Saturday, Oct. 18

ALPHA

OPEN RUSH

PETER

TOSH
Capitol Theater
44 So. Main St. Concord

Tues., Sept. -2 9, Thurs. Oct I
and Mon., Oct. 5
8-10 p.tn.
Refreshments Seri,ed
Come over and meet~he brothers!
10 Madbury Road

(across from, Scorpio's)

Limited seating at
$12.50 advance
$13.50 day of show

Tickets available at:
Durham-Common Market
Portsmouth-Rock Bottom
Records

ALL MEN INVITED TO
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s

an
independent
f 1-atcrnity

26 Madbury Rd.
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Tues. Sept. 29
p
Thurs. Oct. 1
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Time: Tuesday and Thursday~ 8-10 PM
·Date: Sept. 29, Oct. 1 and Oct. 6 .
Place: Kappa Sigma, 59 Main St .
COME MEET THE BROTHER~
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COmICS

409

TUITION COSl'S ARE
GOING OUT Of SlGITT I

· · P-A'GE NINETEEN

by John Frazier

GLUG

•

GLUG

GLUG
GLUG

GLUG
GL.UG
GLUG -

GLVG
GLUG

GLUG
G&.UG
GLUG ~~~~- G I.UG ,.
GLUG
61.UG
GLUGr ----,-.. GI.UG

PRESENTS

·T ICKET SALES
BEGIN OCT·. 1
STUDENT S $8.so
GEN. PUBLIC $9 5 ~

~T TH,E FIELD HOUSE

I
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The Interf ratern ity Counc il cordia lly invite s all UNH ~en to rush our frater nities

Mon day ( Sept . 28th ) and Wed nesd ay ( Sept . 30th )
Pi Kapp a Alph a

5 Straf ford Ave.

-

Tues day, (Sep t. 29th ) and Thur sday (Oct. 1st)
Sigm a Beta
Kapp a Sigm a
Tau Kappa Epsil on
Lamb da Chi Alph a
Sigm a Alph a Epsil on
. Alph a Gam ma ~o

26 Madb ury Rd.

59 Main St.
8 Straf ford Ave.
10 Madb ury Rd.
28 Madb ury Rd .
6 Straf ford .Lt\.ve.

(LS. & A and T-Schoo l Student s only)

Tuesd ay at I)elta Zeta ~25 Madb ury Rd.
Sigm a Nu

FRATERIITIES PROMOTE:
Athl etics
COME MEET THE BROTHERSIII Scholastics
All Rush es are 8:00 - 1o·:00 p.m.

Com mun ity Serv ice
Fello wsh ip

For Infor mati on Ca 11:
Peter Burn s 868- 9717
or
Mike Colem an 868- 1149
.:..----------- ~
\
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CLASSIFIED
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1970 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, Excellent
condition - No rust - California Car.
Loaded with extras - $875. 776-5611
1973 Honda 450 Excellent condition Low Milage, I want a bigger bike! Call
742-1985 or 862-2328 Ask for Rich.
For sale TOYOTA PICK UP 1980 5-speed
shortbed. Good condition(no rust); AMFM stereo; low drag cap(homemade); 2
good snows, better than 25 mpg. $5000
Contact John or Diana(in chemistry) 8621550 ex 2337 or 2468 or 868-1758
evenings. 10/2

r•Go:;:.;:ove, 'ff~l

1973 Toyota Corona MK.11 6 cyl. Auto
transmition. New Paint and clean interior.

Burhoe Acousitc "greens" four months
old, handles 5-50 watts. Six year
warranty, transferrable. List for $300.
Asking $150. Must be heard to be
appreciated. Steve at 2-3749 or 8689849.
Burhoe Acoustic Speakers. I sell any and
all Burhoe Speakers. including their new
PLUS series. If interested, call Steve at
862-3749(on campus) or 868-9849 (off '
campus).
35mm camera . KOWA set-R2 35mm,
SLR S50 Call Dave 2-2431 .

Happy 20th birthday Ann . Hope you have
an excellent day. Don't forget BK for
lunch . Who's Paying?? Looking toward to
more weekends at Rockport.
Remember?!! Thanks Ann for being such
a close friend . -NWildman-If you can handle it. I can
handle it. And since we're such groovyu
cats, I'm sure we can handle it. Anyway,
stay cool and remember that I care . All my
love, Puff.
Hi Ed! My name 's Horace. I heard you had
a beard. I want to grow a beard. Let's talk
facial hair sometime. See you. buddy old
boy.
WEDNESDAY is an all night HAPPY
HOUR at THE FRANKLIN . so don't forget...
join the rock crowd every Wednesday for
bargains at THE FRANKLIN. No Cover.

Get into the Fall Festivities tonight and
Thursday night at Alpha Gamma Rho
Fraternity. Rush will be held for all Life
Science and Agriculture and Thompson
School men from eight to ten o'clock.
Come meet the brothers.
Larry McGrath is a bad Sports Editor and
an even worse person.-DL(TS)
Brothers of Sigma Nu Fraternity invite all
men to open rush tonite from 8 - 10 p.m. at
Delta Zeta Sorority. Come meet the
brothers and see what Sigma Nu is all
about.
Get Experience in Marketing, Finance,
public relations and international
business - AIESEC the lnternationsl
Business Club meets Tues. MCC 212 at
1 :00 Join now.

Attention Freshmen Campers!!! Hey gang
did you enjoy camp? I did till I "lost" my
sweater but now I am oh so sad! My blue
cardigan sweater meant so much to me so
if you have it PLEASE return it to the info.
desk in the MUB and I'll get it. It has
mucho sentimental value to me I miss it .
So please return it, no questions asked.
J.Z.

G.A.M.-I still think 6 minutes sounds
better than 6 hours! And I promise I'll
remember your name from now on, and
we'll even do what you want next
weekend (I'm sure there are lots of Red
Sox home games leftthis season) ... 4 ... 5 ..

.. 6 ...

B.P. of TKE-I heard through the grapevine
that you are back in town. Hope it's for
good this timel Give me a call sometimeL.A. (Check at the Registrar's Office for
specifics).
Larry (Lord 220) Way to go Rocky! Hope
you aren't laid up too long-Maybe this will
teach you to stay away from cement
walls. From a long time admirer.

•

·walk a Block
and Save a-Lot!!
Best Breakfast Price m Town

2 Country Fresh Eggs, Bacon,
Real Homefries, Toast
$1.35
.C offee with above .30C

Hey Chickipoo, What's happening way up
there in the land of Polar bears? Just want
you to know I'm, thinking about you . I
LOVE YOU.-Tim
Perlchow, you young fool you, it can only
get better, right?? ·
T.M .-You're doing a hell of a job. Keep it
up. We'll have to celebrate in a big
way ... Your Co
Love, Doris
Aren't these fun to read? They only cost
$1 . Stop by Room 108 in the MUB and
place your personal today.

Main St., Durham

Free to Interested Parties: 1 crib and
spring (no mattress); 1 pair of small bunk
beds, 30", with spring (no mattress); 1
playpen; 1 bedroom dresser. Contact
Joan 862-2250.
TYPING-Retired secretary. Experienced in
all types of term papers. Located walking
distance to campus . Call Anita, 8687078. 20 Park Court, Durh_am.
Seamstress - will do alterations, mendin"g
or special orders . Call 659-6142 After
3:30 p.m .
Available Immediately: Room w / family
private home(no private entrance) room,
board, utilities, laundry all included.
Driveway, 1 minute from Kari-Van M / F
S/ nonS. Pets ok . Dover 742-4780 $240
1,,er Month 10 / 4

Personals

lr-1

PIKE OPEN RUSH-Wednesday, Sept. 30.
8-10 . Refreshments will be served . Find
out what PIKE has to offer for you!!

J . I hope this cheers you up . Thinking of
you always ... Love. huggables
Limited Funds? Hungry? Two steamed hot
dogs. 99C loaded-Eat here or to go. Tally
Ho Restaurant. Main Street.
Check to see if you're the lucky student of
the week at the Cat's Closet . Don't miss
out on your chance to get a 20% discount
on any one purchase from each Thurs.
drawing tq, the following Wed.
Want to avoid becoming a hood ornament
on a '69 Chevy? We have white
sweatshirts and sweatpants for all you
nighttime joggers in the Cat's Closet.
I need a ride to Willamstown, North
Adams or Pittsfield, Ma. on Friday,
October 2. I can leave anytime and will
share expenses and driving. Please call
Jen at 2-1669 or 868-9732 .
Psychic Readings. Life Purpose and
spiritual counseling . Call Suzanne 8685932. 10/ 9
Todd-Put a shirt onl I can't even look at pg.
6 within three hours after I've eaten. Your
physique was not meant for publication.
BIRTHRIGHT Care for you and your baby.
Pregnancy testing medical care,
maternity and baby needs, housing and
friendship. Call 742-9438 or 436-5558.
10/ 30
BACKGAMMON PLAYERS! Send for free
copy of premier issue of Backgammon
Times, exciting and intelligent reading.
Write : 575 Madison Ave. N.Y.C. 10022
Rm. 1006 10/13
Goodacid - Who be the dudes who leave
their marks on your mats last spring.?
We're closer than you think!!! We who be
the ducks.
Christine-How can you collect your bet if I
don't know where you live? Give me a call.
Rick.

If you think "pads and rollers"are
iust a Califomia craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
Pads and rollers are key components of a cassette's tape
transport system.
This system guides the tape
past your deck's tape head. It must
do so with unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
accuratelY. than totally new
Memorex.

To My new roommie. I'm tired of you
sleeping around. If you're going to live
here, sleep here too . I miss you at night.
MJ - Try to understand why I opened my
fat mouth. I know now that two wrongs
don't make a right. Accept my apology.
The Nagger.
Wanted: new Managing Editor for the Old
Hampshire.
·
Wanted: Parking Space in Durham for
small car. Will pay your price. Call Laura
or Tina at 868-9824.
Tonight. Tuesday, is you r last chance to
see a movie at THE FRANKLIN for one
dollar if you cut this ad out. Remember
only$ l .00 admission to THE FRANKLIN'S
latest movie tonight.

R.L. (Hunter 105) has green toenails and
writes ridiculous messages on vdt's . So
there!
Cef & Ann, Do parties still exist with
upperclassman in the upperclass areas of
UNH? "What is your Fantasy?"

lofter precision is crftical.

The new Memorex tape transport system is precision engineered to exacting tolerances.
Flanged . seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly.
An oversize pad hugs the tape to
the tape head with critical pressure: firm enough for precise
alignment, gentle enough to

dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra-low-friction
polyolefin wafers help precisionmolded hubs dispense and
gather tape silently and uniformly,
play after play. Even after 1,000
plays.
In fact, our new
Memorex cassette will always
deliver true
sound reproduction , or we'll
replace it. Free.
Of course, reproduction that true
and that enduring
owes a lot to Permapass our extraordinary new binding
process. It even owes a
little to our unique new
fumble-free storage albu m.
But when you record on new
Memorex. whether it's HIGH
BIAS II. normal bias MRX I or

METAL IV, don't forget the importance of those pads and rollers.
Enjoy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head.
And remember: getting it there
is half the fun.

T~

c 1981. Memorex Corporation. Sanla Clara. California 95052. U.S.A.

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK: IS II LIVE, OR IS IT

MEMOREX

....
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Denis Stevens (19) set a UNH total yardage record against Towson State Saturday. (Tim Skeer, photo)

SPORTS SHORTS
Auerb ach to speak
. , Boston Celtics president and general manager Arnold "Red"
Auerbach will be speaking at UNH Monday, October, 5 at 8: 15 p.m.
The basketball executive will talk on "Big Money and Big Sports" in
the Granite State Room of the Memorial Union Buildin~ (MUB).

Anderson picked up the ball and
hit Mejia in the end zone for six
points to start the TSU comeback.
That made the score 24-15 after
the Tiger went for the two-point
conversatio n and Paul Cillo ran in
from two yards. The "Big Play"
here was that UNH was offside
after Landeta knocked a onepointer through the uprights. TSU
coach Phil Albert sent his offensive
unit onto the field and Cillo
brought the Tigers within nine
with his plunge.
The Tigers had a "Big Play" of
their own. A very simple one called
the draw. After a UNH punt, they
used it and used it and the Wildcats
did not quite catch on. TSU
fullback Brian Kirchoff ran the
draw four times during the Tiger
scoring drive that began at their
own seven yard line. Kirchoff ran
up 55 yards on those four carries
and TSU was within two, 24-22.
Two plays later, UNH's
O'Donnell fumbled after catching
a Stevens' pass at the UNH 27.

Gridders honor ed

Kirchoff tried it once more for 17
yards. Anderson finally went back
to pass for real and hit freshman
Brian O'Neal for a ten yard score.
It was now 29-24 Towson St ..
"I was really disappointe d in our
defense with the way they handled
the draw," Bowes said. "I don't
know how many times we've seen it
with Towson, BU and AIC, but
I've yet to see one of our defensive
linemen make a tackle on a draw.
A draw is supposed to be effective
against a team that puts a hard
rush on the passer. We don't do
that so I really don't understand
why we can't stop the draw."
Doig and DuBois hit Mejia and
that started the series of "Big
Plays" going UNH's way. The
draw to Kirchoff was run four
more times, but the lesson was
taught, and the 'Cats held the ,big
freshman fullback (6'2, 210) to 11
yards and the Tigers' final bid, a 45
yard Landeta field goal attempt,
fell short. Towson State was out of
"Big Plays".

-ST ICK -

UNH linebacker Steve Doig and quarterback Denis Stevens both
received honors for their play against Towson State Saturday. Doig
was named ECAC defensive Player-of-the-Week and was named a
Yankee Conference honorable mention for the third consecutive
week. Doig had nine tackles and 11 assists and caused a fumble
against TSU.
.
Stevens set a UNH school record for total offense when he passed
for 261 yards (16-26, 2 TDs) and ran for 41 yards more. For that
performanc e, Stevens received the Yankee Conference offensive
Player-of-the-Week.

WOMEN-

(continued from page 24)

were breaktng habits that were lett
over from their high school days.
"At first, the freshmen were
committing themselves to the
person with the ball too early," she
said. "Also, they had a tendency to
The UNH Women's Athletic DepaJtmen t has announced that an
start ball-watching · instead of
admissions fee will be charged for women's basketball and hockey
marking their player. We've made
games as well as women's gymnastics meets, according to the UNH
some progress in both areas."
Sports Information Office. Only gymnastics had charged for
"Still, it was a frustrating game
admission before this move. Tickets will be $3 for adults, $2 for
for me and I think for the players
students, $1 for UNH students and children under 5 will be admitted
too."
The Ne'w Hampshire neglected to inform its readers of the results
free. The men's athletic ticket will not be valid for these events, the
According to Modini, the
of
the
previous
week's
Morning
Line. Ron Driscoll of Foster's Daily
Sports Inforµiation office announced. Special admission packages
frustration
stems from not having
Democrat
in Dover, N.H. was beaten by the Old Grad. Driscoll went
may be coming in the future, the office said.
enough chances to get the whole
2-4, while our elder alum went 4-2.
·
·
team to play together.
This past weekend, the Old Grad sent Leigh Montville of the
"We hardly have any experience
Boston Globe down to defeat by the identical score. The New
playing
together," she explained.
Hampshire'
s own Jackie MacMullan broke through the sex barrier
The UNH lacrosse team is running a Bike-a-thon to Montreal and
Since there's no Junior Varsity, we
and
subbed
for
Editor-in-C
hief
Lonnie
Brennan.
She
responded
by
back to raise money for their southern trip in the spring. Anyone
can't play as a whole unit when we
going 5-1 and earning a permanent berth in the weekly football
interested in submitting a pledge should contact coach Ted Garber
scrimmage. It's like trying to
handicappin
g
derby.
The
winner
will
be
chosen at the end of the year
or any inember of the team.
practice three-on- three in
on the basis of winning percentage.
basketball all the time-it doesn't
L----------------------------------:-----:----:--it."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' _ quite
Themake
Wildcats
travel to
Providenc e, Rhode Island
tomorrow to face Brown
University at 3 p.m. UNH knocked
off the Bruins by a 7--0 score last
year.

Fee charg ed

Morning Line

Bike-a -thon

';f:..

;rt.·~
-~· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i

FOR MORE
THAN JUST
THE- SCORES
CHECK OUT
THE SPORTS
-PAGES

The Wildcat defense will have to come up with more plays like this kickoff coverage ·against Connecticu
t
Saturday. (Tim Skeer photo)
·
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.
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UNHboo ters on other Side of .1-0 score Friday
By Larry McGrath
The scoreboard tells the story.
Four 1-0 games ·indicate a lack of
scoring ability on the 1981 UNH
soccer team, which also
characterized the 1980 edition.
However, this year's squad has a
2-2 record because of the strong
play of its fullbacks and goalie
George Gaillardetz. It took 42:07
minutes of the second half of
Friday's game before Providence
College found the way to break
through Gaillardetz and clinch the
win in Durham.
The defense has been fine but the
offense's lack of fire power is
making playing defense for the
'Cats a frustrating experience and
winning a lot more difficult.
"It (the loss) was very
disheartening, but when you
squander the opportunities we had
and miss a coverage ... well, it was a
harmless play and all of a sudden it
was in the back of the net," UNH
Head coach Bob Kullery said.
The goal, scored by PC cocaptain Jay Skelton, came when
the UNH crowd was expecting the
second overtime game at Durham
this season. The 'Cats upset highlyrated Boston University 1-0 in OT
to open their season, so the
Wildcat faithful was looking for
more of the same.
Skelton took a throw-in from
teammate Brian Murphy and

found himself alone behind the
Wildcat defense and in on
Gaillardetz. The Friar wasted no
time in beating the 'Cat goalie and
PC killed off the remaining 2:53 to
ice the game.
"It was just a break. I was
around there (the goal area) all
game and the defenseman knew I
was cutting behind him all game so
he knew I'd be there, that time I got
free," Skelton said."We played
well against URI earlier in the
week and today too. It was nice to
get a break."
PC goalie Frank Miller was
outstanding in shutting the 'Cat,s
out for the second time this year. A
week earlier, UNH lost to Boston
College 1-0 in Boston. Miller had
13 saves, while Gaillardetz had 11
in the Wildcat net.
Miller was only tested severely
on one occasion, when a UNH
direct kick was headed for the
corner of the net and Miller
diverted it. The rebound came to
Mike Pilot, who knocked it back
goalward. Miller again was there
and the anemic, albeit young
Wildcat offense · would not
genuinely thrayen again, although
they had opportunities.
Opportunities unrealized are still
yet opportunities.
"Soccer is a game of converting
opportunities," Kullen said."You
don't get many of them and we just
missed on ours."

UNH Soccer has had heads-up defense this season but the offens~ had been lacking. (Tim Skeer phot~)

Towson St
Rushing
Kirchoff
O'Neal
Cillo
Rogers
Anderson
Totals

Att .

UNH

Yds. TD

10

86
30
29
9
7
161

8
12
4
5
39

0
0
1
0
0
1

Long

Rushing.
Nichols
Collins
Stevens
Kass
Nocera

17 ''
9
5
6
7
17
~~t

'Cat Stats

Passing
Rogers
Anderson
Pass Receiving
Mejia
Brown
O'Neal
Crocker
Cillo
Punting
Landeta
Field Goals
Landeta

Att . Comp Int.

12
26
No.

4
Att.

1

It was a 'Big Play' Day
By Larry McGrath
UNH was not itself Saturday.
On offense, the , Wildcats are
usually a grind-it-out football
team that only Woody Hayes in his
"Three yards and a cloud of dust"
days at Ohi_o State could love .. The
'Cats throw occasionally, most
times because the game situation
dictates it, but rarely by design.
Offensively, th ey are not a "Big
Play" team.
On defense, the smaller (by Division 1-AA standards) UNH
defensive squad has to come up
with "Big Plays" to do their job.
The Wildcats do have some good
athletes on defense, especially
linebacker Steve Doig, but so far
this year they have relied on the
"Big Play"to bail them out of
tough situations.
"Big Plays" were in abundance
both for and against Towson State
Saturday, first by the UNH offense
to build a 24-7 UNH lead and then
by the Wildcat defense to hold
onto a 31-29 victory and avoid an
embarrassing l~ss. In between,
Towson used a few of their own to
throw a scare into UNH. Denis
Stevens had a school record, 302
yards of total offense. He also
threw two touchdown passes, J,oth
of which were big plays, but it took
two Doig tackles to keep UNH's
record unblemished at 3-0.
On fourth down and seven yards
to go foF-- a first down, with 58
seconds to go, and trailing by two,
Towson St. quarterback Joe
Anderson dropped back to pass, as
expected. Anderson's receivers all
ran patterns beyond the necessary
first down yardage. All except one.
Hernando Mejia, the TSU tight
end, hovered around the line of
scrimmage and waited for the
UNH linebackers to drop back
into their coverage.

Anderson flipped a short pass to
Mejia and watched as Mejia
neared the UNH 34 and a first
down. Mejia had a full head of
steam up when he and Doig met at
the 33, but when the two players
met, Mejia was six inches short of
the first down marker and stayed
there. A "Big Play".
UNH had- the ball and only 49
seconds to kill for a win. Stevens
k
f h
· ·
too care O t e remammg time,
gettin? his total ya_r~age record on
a mooeS t one yard "fall".
"I didn't really know how close it
was," Doig, who was named
ECAC defensive Player-of-theWeek for his nine tackle, 11 assist
performance, said. "When
everybody started yelling, I knew
we had stopped him."
Earlier in the quarter, Doig and
fellow linebacker Mike DuBois
had separated Mejia and the ball
on a pass reception by the TSU
tight end. After that crunching hit,
there was some question whether
Mejia would return to the game as
he staggered off to the Towson
bench.
Doig has been an honorable
mention choice on defense fpr the
Yankee Conference each week this
season and · ECAC Honorable
Mention against American
International College two weeks
ago. Doig is quiet when talking
about himself, but his statistics (he
has been in on 50 tackles this year,
a figure that dwarfs his teammates'
totals) speak for him.
"I like to hit," the senior from
North Reading, Mass., said. "It's
just instinct. I have to get to the
ballcarrier, to make the tackle and
making ·tackles is my job. I'll do
whatever it takes."

0

12

1

Yds. TD

5
5
4
3
1
No.

6

84
66

1
0

36

1
1

4

0

42

Yds. TD

LonQ

54 1
178 2

17
63

L-onQ

63
32
19
17
4

Yds . Avg. Long
Long

0

45

•

in

Yds. TD

14
15
8
4
4

56
45
41
11
8

0
0
0
2
0

Long
17

17
13
5
3

'I•

Passing
Stevens

Pass Receiving
O'Donnell
Collins
Peach
Gorham
Punting
Calkins

173 43.3 59
Gd.

Att.

Field Goals
Foster

Att

26
No.

6
5

3
2
No.

6

Comp Int

Yds. TD

16 . o

261

Yds. TD

_Long

81
73
64
43

1
1
0
0

Long

2

44
28
24
2

Yds . Avg. Long

256 42.7 49

Att .

Gd.

1

Jon!l

1

26

Durham Saturday

Following that Mejia tumble,
UNH marched in behind Stevens'·
. running and passing to score the
winning touchdown. The 'Cats
signal caller, a senior from
Newburyport, Mass., ran for 21
yards and passed the final 10 to
Collins to complete the 37 yard
drive. Collins made a one-hand
grab on the screen pass and had to
hurdle three defenders and a
blocker to reach the end zone.
Another "Big Play".
"We needed them ("Big
Plays")," Stevens said. His 302
· yards eclipsed the mark of 30 I
total yards set by S'teve Wholley in
1978, when Stevens was a thirdstring freshman quarterback. "I'm
glad we got the win, but two points
is not a lot of breathing room.
Records are nice;but I just wanted
to get the hell out of there."
Stevens hit Peter O'Donnell
with a 44-yard scoring toss 5:33
into the first quarter to put UNH
on top 14-0. It seemed like a "Big
Play", but a 22 point third quarter
by the Tigers took the edge off of - .;..,~}•o•
' _,,,~~~~
the offense's first half play.
"Defensively, although we
·played fairly well in the _first_ half,
we were absolutely atrocious m the
second half," UNH head coach Bill
Bowes said. "Only two players,
Doig and sophomore defensive
tackle Kevin Murphy, played
anywhere near what we could
consider a good game."
Towson St. had a few "Big
Plays" of their own. After entering
the game because of starting
quarterback Brett Rogers'
separated shoulder, Anderson
threw two touchdown passes of his
own. The first was a "Big Trick
Play". Holding for a 24 yard Sean
landeta field goal attempt,
FOOTBALL, page 22
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Brian Clark (45) of UNH and Hernando Mejias (81) vie for pass in
Saturday's 31-29 UNH win. (Tim Skeer photo)
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Gridders thro w it, don 't blow it,
By Steve Damish
Coach Bill Bowes knew he
would have to pass frequently
against Towson State University,
so naturally he used the week
preceding the -game to prepare
UNH quarterback Denis Stevens
for a busy afternoon. ·
'Coach told me that we would
have to throw on first and second
down against them,' said Stevens.
'We thought if we could get the
passing game going, that our
running game would open up.'
The UN H . (3-0) running game
never fully opened up ( 161 rushing
yards) in Saturday's 31-29 Wildcat
win over TSU ( 1-3), but · the
passing game_ exploded.

'Defens ively, we
were atrocio us in
the second halF
-Bowes ·
Stevens threw, and threw, and
threw the ball; accurately and
crisply, finding UNH receivers on
the left, on the right, and in the
middle. By the time the first half
had ended, he had completed 11
passes for 223 yards, and led the
'Cats to three scoring drives.
'Denis ·was unbelievable,' said
UN H defensive tackle Kevin
Murphy. 'He was passing great.'
'He was throwing good balls all
day long,' said tailback Curt
Collins (73 yards on 5 receptions),
"and he was under pressure at the
same time.'
Stevens passed for a total of 261
yards (16 for 26) and ran for
another 41 yards to break the
UNH record for most total offense
in a game (301 set in 1978 by Steve
Wholley) with 302 total yards.

The record-breaki ng yard came
on the last play of the game when
Stevens squirmed forward on a
keeper to run out the clock.
'I just wanted the game to get
over and have a win under our
belt,' said Stevens. 'I wouldn't care
if I had lost ten yards on that play.'
Flanker Pete O'Donnell (6
receptions for 81 yards) and
tailback Collins were on the
receiving end for_ the majority of
Stevens' passes. Flanker Bill Peach
had three receptions for 64 yards
and tight end Paul Gorham caught
two passes for 43 yards.
'He deserves it. (record) more
than anybody,' said O'Donnell.
'My job is the easy job,' siad
Peach, 'just to catch it. He
(Stevens) has the hard part.'
On UNH's first possession,
Stevens threw for 63 yards and
brought the 'Cats to an openingdrive touchdown.
After TSU failed to move the
ball on its first attempt, Stevens
wasted no time in aerially
assaulting the Tigers again.
At 9:07 . in the first quarter,
Stevens lofted an off-balance 44yard touchdown pass to O'Donnell
who caught the ball in-stride at the
TSU 10 and cruised ,in for the
score. Two possessions, two
touchdowns. Denis Steven~.
'I was completely off balance
when I threw the ball,' Stevens
said. 'In practice, he (O'Donnell)
said that if I'm scrambl.ing, look
for him deep. I just unleashed it
and luckily it fell in Pete's hands.'
This was Stevens' second
touchdown bomb to O'Donnell
this year, the first being a 71-yard
score against American
Internation al .. College on
September 12.
'When it's a broken play and he's
scrambling,' said O'Donnell, 'I
told him I'll go deep. Sometimes
the defender loses you in such a
case.'
Stevens threw a 28-yard
completion to Collins and a 24:ya~d_ pass to Peach to setup_UN H's

UNH's Curt Collins (40) vaults
th ird touchdown which ~ccurred
at 13:37 in the second half. Up to
~~i1~P~~:t, t~fg:il~~::n~ !fe:e ~~~
touchdown. The first half ended
with UNH owning a 21-7
adyantage.

Related story,
page 2 3
Despite UN H's quick start, TSU
remained undaunted and
displayed their offensive
capabilities in the third quarter.
After Rusty Foster kicked a 26yard field goal to lift UN H's lead to
17, the Tigers. led by quarterback
Joe Anderson, hit a stunned
Wildcat defense with a flurry of
passes and dives to score three
consecutive touchdowns, starting
with a seven-yard scoring pass off a

•
Will

31- 29

into end zone with winning score on Saturday. (Tim Skeer photo)
fake field goal at 9:00. When the
scoring play and put UNH a head
third quarter expired, TSU led 29- to stay, 31-29.
24.
'He ·(Stevens) doesn't look
'D f •
impressive
but he gets the job
e· ens1vely we were absolutely d
one, • sa1·d T owson hea d coac h
atrocious in the second half,' said Ph")
Al
B
I
bert.
owes . . •O nly two p,layers(lineTSU made a final scoring threat
backer st eve Doig a nd Murphy), I with 5:27 remaining in the game,
felt, played anywhere near what we but Tiger Sean Landeta's 45-yeard
consider a good _game.'
field goal attempt fell short by two
But the 'Cats · had the entire yards.
fourth quarter awaiting them. And
Stevens ended the game with a
more importantly, they had Denis tough one-yard dive. The clock
Stevens.
read 00:00. Stevens' total yardage
After UN H's . Byron Best read 302.
recovered a Tiger fumble at the
'It feels excellent. to tell you the
TSU 37, Stevens took over. In six truth,' said Stevens after the game.
plays. he led the Cats to their 'But thank God it's over. It was too
winning score by running for 21 close.'
yards and psssing for 10. Collins
·The score or the record'?' he was
used a one-handed catch and a asked.
powerful hurdle to complete the
·Both.' he said.

Stic kwo men get it righ t, bea t.·Har vard , 3-0
By Jackie MacMullan
Hardly anything went the way it
· was supposed to, but the field
hockey team still came a'Yay from
. Harvard University with a 3-0 win
Friday afternoon.
Despite getting lost and arriving

nearly an hour later than
scheduled, playing on a field with
four inch grass, and misplaying a
key short corner, the Wildcats
posted their first victory of the
season to lift their overall record to
1-2.

Coach Jean Rilling said
although she was not satisfied with
her team's performance, she was
pleased they jumped ahead as
quickly as they did in the first half,
after only a 15 minute warm-up.
Twelve minutes into the game,

Donna Modin (left) and Joan Mc Williams ( I 0) move against Iowa in earlier action. The 'Cats beat Harvard 30 Friday. (Tim Lorette photo)
_'

Co-Captain Donna Modini was
robbed of a sure goal when a
Crimson defender blocked her low
drive with her body. The officials
called a penalty stroke and Rilling
turned to senior Carla Hesler, who
laced a shot past Harvard goalie
Diane Lamont.
"Mo's (Modini) was a beautiful
shot, but the girl just threw herself
in front of it," Rilling explained.
"We did have opportunities like
t~at, but th~ field was poor, and we
did not display excellent field
hockey. We were missing our
passes a ·1ot and our timing wasn't
crisp."
"We could have beaten them by
a lot," agreed Modini. "We just
always seemed to be a step
behind."
Being a step behind was hardly
the problem with the Wildcat's
second tally. In fact, it was a case of
Laurie Leary being too far ahead
of a lateral pass that set up the
score. As the ball trailed behind the
streaking forward, freshman
Barbara Marois slapped the ball
from the top of the circle and
registered her first career goal.
"Barbara normally has nothing
to do with our corner plays,"
Rilling said. "It was a 'heads-up'
play."
Marois has been coming up with
her s~are of big plays, and
accordmg to her coach, she has
been both a welcome and
surprising addition to the line-up.
The freshman walk-on from
Auburn, Mass. was called to fill in

for the injured Cathy Sauchuck,
and has proved to be the top rooki~
in this young season.
"I didn't know there wasn't a JV
Uunior varsity) team untiff got u·p
here," Marois said~ "I figured I'd
still try out, that it was at least
worth a try."
Marois said that with each
game, she and her freshman
counterparts have begun to feel
more comfortable with the
Wildcat's style of.play.
"Each game ~e get better as we
go along," she said.
In the second half, another
freshman broke into the scoring
column for the first time to make it
3--0 for UNH.
Pint-sized Mary Ellen Cullinane
of Canton, Ma. completed what
Rilling termed "the perfect play"to
r<rnnd out the afternoon's scoring.
"We practiced the long hit from
the right all last week," Rilling
said. "They executed it just
perfectly."
Harvard's few chances came on
the hustle of · Jennie White, but
UNH goalie Robin B"alducci
refused to accomod·a te the
Crimson senior or any of her
teammates. Baludcci had 14 saves
on the day.
"Harvard disappointed me,"
Rilling said. "I thought they were
up and coming and I expected a
tough game."
· Rilling said positive points that
came out of the trip to Cambridge
included si_gns that her new players
'
.
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